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Law linking aid draft called unclear
R)' Phillip "'Iorinl
Staff W .. itt'r

A state law tying student
financial
aid
to
draft
registration has "gray areas,"
according to a spokesman for
the Illinois State &holarship
Commission,
The law, signed by Gov
James Thompso.llast week and
effective immediately, requirf's
tha t an applicant for any
student financial aid, granted
bv the ISSC or othf'rwise, must
proviclf' prQOf that he or she
complies with the Selective
Service registration law, The
app!icants mu~t be 18 years old
0'- older. The iaw Llso includes
an increilse of the maximum
ISSC award from 52.050 to
$2,2(10.

Robert Clement, director of

the ISSC office of informallonal
servires, said Monday the new
law is unclear and remarked
that he has many questions
about it to direc! 10 the
governor''! office
"My questioll is, what other
forms of financial aid are af-

Gus saY!l next thing you know
they'll "'PAt proof of draft
registration ~fore you can buy
a lottery ticket_

Ceeled"" Clement asked. "As I
read the law, il seems to be very
far-reaching and it can be
interpreted very liberally,"
Joe Camille. director of SlUC's Office of Student Work and
Financial Aid, expressed the
same concern about the law.
"It says it doesn't apply only
to the ISSC mondary award,"
Camille said, "it appears to be
much broader."
Camille said the new
legislation, affecting about 5,000
SIU-C students. is being studied
in his office to find out what
other typE'S of financial aid
programs might be affected. He
said the University Legal
Coun!.el is stlldymg the law's
language. as welL
"We would have to know whal
other types of aid are involved,"
he said, "Right now, we don'l
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visit East
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Search continues
for armed robber
of University bank
By Jennifer Phillips
Staff Writer

S&aff Photo hy Scott

SltIlW

Chopper hoppers
Army ROTC :atudeDIs rappel from beUcopie!'S !luppliPd by the 2818t
Aviatioa from Scott Air Force Ba!le Saturday. About 108 studeDts
participated In tile exercise, with 2. rappellng.

N avy ~hips again shell Druse;
French criticize U.S. ntethods
BEIRUT (AP) - U.S. naval
guns hammered away lit Druse
artillery positions in Lebanon's
central mountains Monday, anei
for ~~ first time a U.S.
spok~man said the firing was
in support of the Lebanese
army's defense of Souk elGharb.
The government's Radio
Bt>irut reported that fighting
raged into the night in the
mountain town overlooking the
Lebanese capitaL An anny
communique said a Lebanese
Bulldog reconnaissance plane
crashed near the Druse
mountain town of Aley "and the
fate of the two pilots is still
unl-:nown."
It was the third time in the 16
days of renewed civil war that
V.S, ships have opened fire end
the firsl time since ;:,yria
warned Sunday that its troops in
Lebanon would fife back if
attacked by American ground.
air or sea forces.
Drase spokesmen in Beir.Jt
claimed the American shells

questione<1 whether the law
would affect a student's aid for
siJbst>quenl semesters or if it
ju' . ,.Jers to the fall semester,
Bu the way tbe state bill is
reworded. Clement said, it
basically follows the same
federal guidelines as the
SO!llmon Amendment.
In June a district court judge
in Minnesota struck clown the
federal law which required
students to sign a statement
that they had registered with
the Selective Service, or were
not required to do so. before
tht'y could receive federal aid.
Camille also said it was a
"plus" the state law follows the
federa I requirement, regarding
what the student must file,
"The vast majority of the

Vaily

B" Anne F1asza
Statr Writer

President Albert Snmit and
Charles Klasek, din'dor of
international education, will
it dyel throughout the Far East
later this month to further
strengthen SIU-C's educational
relationships with Nepal,
Malaysia, and Hong Kong.
Somit said they will also
establish an agre€ment with
Yang province in the People's
Republic of China that would be
the first agreement of its kind
between an Illinois university
and that country.
S<.mit said the main purpose
for the trip is discus... ions on
grant
agreements
and
negotiating new educational
contracts Somit said the
rr.ajority of time spent overseas
would be used in these areas.
TIle agreement, which Somit
salO he hopt's to l'Stablish in
mainland China, wowd be an
offiCial State of Illinois
agreement which would. in
essence, make Illinois a "sister
state" of the Yang province
there
The agreement will establish
a student exchange program
between Sichuan, Northeast
Normal and Liaoning Universsities and SIU-C.

know if snJ.·c tUJti(>~, waivers
are invvlved."
The law. Senate Bill 263.
slates that' if an applicant of or
for student aid fails to submit
documentation proving he or
.she has registered for the draft.
any further award. grant or
renewal of anv aid whatsoevt'r
shall be denied." It also states
that "any student financial aid
held by such person shall be
revoked" and no further
payments under that fmancial
aid may be madE'
Clement said thaI aspect of
thE'law raises serious qUE'stions
that have been unailswered by
the governor's office so far.
The law doesn't say how it
applies to a person who has
Glready received a grant but
has does not comply to the law.
said !:Iement.
He also

landM in about five towns
around Souk eJ-Gharb and an
undetermined number of
cil ilians were killed.
Israeli
Druse
leadErS
protested to U.S. Ambassador
Samuel Lewis in Tel Aviv,
~laiming
Washington was
sut)portir.g the Christian
Pbalangists against the Druse
in the fighting. The Druse Stl?Cl is
an off~hoot of Islam.
French Foreign Minister
Claude Cheysson,
whose
government has L"OOps in the
multinational foret' in Beirut,
also criticized American
military intervention in the civil
war. He said he did not believe
that the U.S. operatians and
particularly the Navy shelling
"is the best method to achieve"
a settlement.
The destroyer John Rodgers
and the guided missile cruiser
Virginia
fired
repeated
barrages in the morning and
ag;;>in in the afternoon as the
U.S.-trained Lebanese Army's
8th Brigade fought with DrtJSe

and Palestinian guerrillas
attacking Souk el-Gbarb, the
mountaintop town nine miles
southeast of Beirut that
overlooks the U.S. Marine base
at the Beirut airport.
"The naval gunftre support
was conducted on military
targets
threatening
the
Lebanese
armed
forces
defending Souk el-Gharb," said
U.S. Embassy spokesman John
Stewart. "Successful Lebanese
armed forces defense of the
area is vital to the safety of \J .S.
personnel, ~:l~;'Jding the U.S.
multinatioD.l.1 forees, other V.S.
military
and
the
V.S.
diplomati~ corps pe~onnel. The
naval gunfire support missions
are defensive actions."
A State Department official in
Washington, who requested
anonymity, suggested that the
IOSI! of Soule el-Gharb could spell
:a major defeat for American
policy
and lead to a
reassessment of whether the
Marine force should remain in
Lebanon.
'

Local police continuf'd their
search Monday night for the
man who walked into the
Vniversity Bank, 1500 W. Main
St., at 10:26 a.m. and robbed a
teh<~r at gunpoint of about
S7.8(io.
At le"st 12 officers from four
law enforcement agencies
scoured about 20 acres of thick
woods off Route 13 past the
Murdale Shopping Center after
a citizen reported sighting a
"suspicious-acting person"
about noon near the Dairy
Queen, 2201 Ramada Lane,
Carbondale police said,
The suspect entered the bank,
pointed a small~aliber handgun at a teller and demanded
cash, according to police. He
reportedly ned the scene on foot
after he was unable to start a
1976 green Ford parked near the
entrance Police said that have
cietermined that the car was
stolen from Vogler Ford in

Carbondale. where a resident,
Rick Broznowski, bad left it to
be sold.
With the help of a citizen who
donated his small illane and
flying abilities until a stateowned plane became available
later in the aiter.,oon. some
officers search<!!d the wooded
area from the air while others
combed the woods on foot.
Police said they don't know if
the suspect is still armed.
Along with Carbondale police,
SIU-C Security, the Jackson

~dr~no~~~fesPo~J:~:

13 in Du Quoin participated in
the search.
A composite drawing was
constructed by policl') with the
help of film from cameras in the
bank's lobby.

Police described the suspect
as a black male, about ii-foot
tall, with a thin build, long curly
hair and -, beard. He was
wearing a light color&: top with
black pants.

Illinois schoolchildren
fed 'unwholesome' meat
CHICAGO (AP) - Thousands
of pounds of "unwholesome
meat" have been fed to IUinois
public schoolchildren, prison
inmates and residents of mental
institutions, a government
watchdog group charged
Monday.
Meat
packed
under
"stomach-turning" conditions
at plants in Colorado and
Nebraska was approved by the
V.S. Department of Agriculture
and f"nneled to Illinois and
other state!!, said J. Terrence
Brunnt'l', executive director of
the Chicago-based Better
Government Association.
He said a BGA·NBC investigation found that Cattle
King Packing Co. warkers in

Denver distracted USDA inspectors so that they could drag
dead cattle onto the "killing
floor"·, that diseased meat was
reworked into hamburge!'; that
elI"ployees urinated on the
floor; and that workers and
inspectors said they would not
eat meat packed there.
The Chicago public schools
acted Monday afternoon to stop
using the meat, said Food
Services Director Cain Jones.
Lugene Finley and Jim
Prescmt, respective spokes~eD
for the state board of education
and the governor, said they
could make no comment until
officiais
examiner!
the
See MEAT, Page 3

South Koreans add own ship
to search for downed airliner
WAKKANAI, Japan (AP) Tho':! Soviet Union on Monday
increased its fleet searching for
wreckage of the South Korean
airliner it shot down Sept. I, and
a South Korean research ship
with six frogmen also prepared
to join the sweep.
Japan reported finding more
wreckage from the Boeing 747,
including a piece of the cabm
wall and a chunk of lightweight
metal alloy.
Japanese officials said three
more submersible vehicles two minisubs and a diving bell
- were added to the 19 Soviet
ships and one minisub searching west of the Soviet island
of Sakhalin, but there was no
indication they had located the

principal target of the hunt, the
airliner's two flight data
recorders.
The recorders, carried in the
tail of the jumbo jet, might
contain tapes of cockpit conversations that would help
unravel the mystery of why the
plane strayed into Soviet airspace.
Three Soviet trawlers were
crossing an area about 24 miles
north of the Soviet island of
Moneron with their nets :il the
water. As the salvage ship
Kipektor reached the scene with
a :l6-foot minisub and a diving
bell about 12-feet in diameter,
the survey ship Gidronaut
retrieved another minisub from
the water.

Still another minisub was
observed operating from the
rescue ship Georgi Kozul11in
late Sunday night.
At least four U.S. Navy shipe;
with
special
underwater
equipment, four South Korean
trawlers and three Japanese
ships were searching an area
about three miles northeast of
the Soviet fleet.
The Pusan 851-C. a Soutl]
Korean research ship carrying
six frogmen, was preparing to
join a large fleet of Japanese
patrol vessels and aircraft
searching in the Sea of Okhotsk
along the northeastern coast of
Hokkaido.

Coal researcll funds approved
By Karen Torry
Staff Writer
A bill approved by Gov.
J3mes R. Thumpson will funnel
a fraction of public utility taxes
into a permanE'nt fund for coal
research and devl>lopment, but
the governor limite<:! the fund to
$15 million less than the bill
called for.
Thompson, referring to tough
fiscal times, used his amenda tory veto powers to reduce
the maximum amount of the
fund from $20 million to $5
million.
While lowering the ceiling of
the fund, Thompson declared
his support for state subsidies
for
research
aimed
at
desulfurization of high-suHur
Illinois coal.
"Either we're going to get the

sulfur out or we're not," saio Center probably would be
Thom,-lSon. "I think we should eligible to receive a grant from
pursue everY avenue. We're the fund.
going to keep putting state
Part of the fund is expected to
money into coal until we get the go toward a coal gasification
suHur out."
demonstration plant at the
State Rep. Jim Rea, sponsor Illinois Power Co. 's Wood River
of the bill in the Illinois House, station. The state already has
said Monday he had expected committed bond funds of $18
the fund to be cut.
million for a gasification
"We'd have liked to have gone svstem and $6 million for a
for $20 million, but Wp were combustion turbine at the Wood
prepared to make a com- River plant. Total project cost
promise," said Rea, who is $195 million.
represents the 117th district.
Rea said that in addition to
"With financial conditions as two bills intended to encourage
they are, we were pleased to get use of Illinois coal, which
$5 million."
Thompson signed last week,
The Coal Research Board, a establishment of the l-esearch
branch of the state Department fund is "a big step forward" for
of Energy and Natural the Illinois coal industry.
Resources, will decide which
Two other coal bills sponsored
coal projects are funded. Rea by Rea await the governor's
said SIU-C's Coal Research appro'··al or veto.
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Shamir expected to succeed Begin
JERUSALEM (At~) - Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir
appeared almost certain to succeed Prime Mir>Jster
Menachem Begin after the National Religious Party, a key
~~t;~ of Begin's coalition, announced Monday it supported
TIl!! NRP wa~ one of four parties that sent delegations to
PresIdent (.'balm Herzog to state their choice for the
premiership. Deputy Foreign Minister Yehuda Ben-Meir said
the entire delegation expressed support for Shamir.
NRP leader Yosel Burg, Begin's interior minister, told
repor1e':S his party "attaches the utma&t importance to the
speed WIth whIch a new government is to be formed."

U.S. delegate sa.VII U.N. can leave
UN~TED NATIONS (AP) - The Soviet Union on Monday
questioned U.S. fitne:;;s to host the United Nations and the
American delegate replied that tlJ.e United States' will not
stand in the way if the membership wants to move the
headquarters.
"The members of the U.S. Mission will be down at the docks
waving you farewell as you sail into the sunset" Charles M.
Lichenstein told foreign colleagues on the U.N. 'Host Country
Relations Committee on the eve of the 38th annual General
Assembly session.

Worst-managed nuclear plants listed
WASHINGTON (AP) - Reactors in North Carolina
Arkan~s and ~abama top a list of the w')rst managed

oper~ting atolDlc power plants in the country in 1982, ac-

cording to government documents obtained by a Ralph Nader
anti-nuclear organizatior•.
In a report Tuesday, the Critical Mass Energy Project said
the 4,500 mish.aps or. . 'ever:ts" reported at U.S. nuclear plants
last year - Including 253 that had a "particularly safety
significance" - wero? 10 percent above the num ber of mishaps
reported to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 1981.
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Black lung aid again available
B~' Karl"n Torry
Staff Writl"r

Carbondale's Black Lung
Field Station has reopenerl and
IS accepting applications for
federal
benefits
from
coalminers who are victims of
black lung disease.
The field station. a branch of
the U.S. Department of Labor.
has been closed since June
because of a lack of personnel to
operate it. according to Linda
Nance.
a
field
office
representative.
Nance said coalminers who
suffer from black lung are
eligible to receive $304.98 a
month in benefits. as well as
compensation for medical
expenses related to the disease.

Miners with one dependent
may receive $457.40 a montt>.
those with two dependents.
$53.1.60; and those with three or
more dependents. $609.80.
The miner's spouse. children
under 18. college-age children
between ages 18 and 23 and
disabled children also are
eligible for benefits. according

!::i~:~c:'h~u~~~i~~Jsbl~;t
lung also are eligible.
A coalrriner who wishes to
receive benefits must file a
claim at the field office and
undergo x-rays, a blood
analysis and other tests to
determine whether the disease
is severe enough to entitle the
miner to benefits, Nance said.
Claims filed at the Car-

bondale office will be forwarded
to the Columbus, Ohio, regional
office where a miner's
eligibility will be decided. she
added.
Nance said the field station.
which had !Jt,en open five years.
will serve about 11.000 Scuthern
Illinois miners who have black
lung. The office also handles
problems miners may have
with medical bills connected to
black lung. Miners are eligible
for full compensation for
medical expenses related to the
disease. !';ance sairl.
Stoveral outreach stations will
be set up throughout Southern
Illinois for miner!' who are
unable to come to the Carbondale office. she said.

MEAT from Page 1.
allegations.
The
U.S.
Agriculture
Department. meanwhile, said
Monday afternoon its Office of
the Inspector General will
conduct a "full investigation" of
the charges.
Cattle King was the secondlargest supplier to the federal
school-lunch program in 1982.
said BGA investigator Debra
Shore. More than 600.000 pounds
of the meat reached Illinois, the
BGA said. It said 346,500 pounds
of that
total
went
to
schoolchildren and 154,000
pounds were eaten in Chicago
public schools.
Meat from the plants was sent
to 10 Illinois prisons and to 11
mental health and develop-

generic

mental center- - more than
$400.000 worth during the six
months ended in March, Ms.
Shore said.
While investigators were
unable to prove the meat made
anyone sick. Brunner said.
students at
a
Chicago
elementary school became ill
after eating tacos made with
Cattle King hamburger in May
1981.
The government continued to
buy meat from the plants after
the firm was convicted in
Nebraska of violating federal
regulations. the BGA said.
"1£ the government can't get
rid of bad outfits like CatOe
King, and is dumb enough to
tum around after convicting

them and buy more meat from
them and feed it to our children.
obviously the system isn't
working." Brunner said.
One USDA inspector loid Ihe
BGA that Cattle King was
'''filthy. They do everything misuse labels, inject meat.
intimidate inspectors."
One Cattle King employee
told the BGA he took a pellet
gun to work "because the rats
would run at you."
The worker said, ") know that
the sicknesses and abcesses
that come in (the plant) go all
the WRy through and out the
door. I've seen it. I've seen 'em
hide meat until the inspector is
gone."

DRAFT from Page 1
students receiving federal aid
have already complied with the
selective service requirement."
Camille said. "They would not
be asked to sign again."
Camille said male students
aren't the only ones affected by
the legislation. Females must
also sign a form saying that
they are females when applying
for federal student aid, he said.
Before, gender was irrelevant
in determining eligibility for
student aid and it was never
addressed on the application,
Camille said.

U.S. Distrid Court Judge
Donald Alsop put a permanent
nationwide injunction on implementation of the law, ruling
that it was unconstitutional
because it potentially forced
men to admit they've broken a
law and therefore incriminate
themselves.
A spokesman for the
American Civil Liberties L'nion,
which supported the Minnesota
case, stated in June that if
Thompson signs the bill, it
would "undoubtf'dly" be
challenged.

SO}IIT from Page 1
Klasek left last week to begin China and SIU-C.
preliminary work. Somit said.
In addition to paying for part
Somit. who will be leaving
of the stay in Malaysia, the
Sept. 23, said his duties will be University will fund the cost of
handled by John Guyon. vice airfare for Somit and Klasek,
president for academic affairs about $2,700 for the entire trip.
and research. during his abSomit and Klasek are
sence. Somit said he expects to reportedly taking their wives
return on or near Oct. 21.
with them on the trip at their
Guyon will fill in for Somit at own expense.
the next meeting of the Board of
"This type of trip is not
Trustees in October. he said.
Funding for the trip is being something out of the ordinary,"
provided by the United States Somit said. "Every time project
Agency for International \:ontract negotiations come uP.
Development, the three host either the president or a
universities within mainland representative will attend."

Vending-truck driver robbed
SIU-C Security is investigating the armed robbery
of $25 cash from the' 'munchie"
truck which was parked in the
Brush Towers circle Sunday
nightThe driver of the "Mr. San(wich Truck." Len Mead. 30, of

Carbondale. told police five
black males approached the
truck at 9:09 p.m. and one
pointed a revolver at him.
Police said the man with the
gun took about $25 ca-h. mostly
in one dollar bills. and another
took some change.
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Irresponsible bikers
get what they deserve
ONCE AGAIN campus and city police have begun cracking down
on peopje who violate bicycle regulations and we support their efforts completely.
The unofficial "grace period" for offenders is over, and bikers
who disobey the rules of the road aD(! fail to register their vehicles
will start gettin~ tickets - and deservedly so.
Inevitably, law enforcement officers will be hassled for ticketing
cyclists. Offenders will ask them why they aren't out doing ''real''
po:.ic~ work such as preventing rapes and solving murder cases.
The Simple reply of the officers should be that if cyclists would obey
the laws, police wouldn't need to spend time writing tickets.
REGISTRATION serves two important purposes. It ensures that
the bikes have the reflector!! necessary for safe operation and
greatly aids in the recovery of the hundreds of bicycles wbich are
stolen each year in Carbondale.
Many cyclists apparently feel that they should not be bound by
traffic regulatioos. They race throt;,gh the night without headlights
and cruise through stop signs and red lights. They pedal merrily
down one-way-streets the WI'OI18 way, zip in between lanes of
stopped traffic and cruise down sidewalks as if they owned them.
These people treat their bicycles as if they were a toys. They
should be tickettd.
. D~G mE F.'8T several years, bicycles have become an
IIICreasingly popular m;)lfe of transportation, particularly on

c:oDege campuses. EcologicaUy, they are an ideal vehicle -

quiet

lightweight and non-polluting. Cities such as Carbondale have spent
a considerable amount of money to designate bike routes and
provide traffic lanes for cyclists - an indication of how popular
bicycles have become.
.
GraduaUy, bicycles are becoming recognized as a legitimate
form tra~tion. But this effort is ~ hampered by cyclists
who View their bikes as toys - something to be driven wherever,
whenever and however they choose. Motorists will not recognize the
rights of cyclists if cyclists don't obey the law.

oJ

U the city and campus police make a buncDe of bucks from bike
tickets, more power to them. Perllaps some of that money can be
used to offset the costs of providing bite routes for those people who
take cycling seriously.

----9Leffeg------------

WSIU needs new sales pitch
It is certainly sad that
National Public Radio has
bungled its finances to the point
where WSIU must pay twice as
much this year (from $6,000 to
almost $12,000) to continue
airing All Things Considered
and Morning Edition. But how
committed jr WSW
to
forestalling the loss of broadcasting's finest news shows?
Back in late July, station
manal!er Jane Fisher told the
Daily Egyptian that WSIU was
"preparing lor any and every
eventuality even if it means
doing without NPR." This
would include stepping up local
news output, leaning more
heavily on UP. Radio News,
alld forging some kind of
statewide news service with
other universities. While I
applaud such preparedness, I

do not believe for a moment that
WSIU can find or produce
programming that will even
approach
the
scope,
sophistication, and creativity of
An Things Considered and
Morning Edition. They are a
barj!ain at twice tile price!
Looking at it another way,
where could WSIU find a starter
for as litUe as $12,000 a year who
could produce four and one half
hours a day of quality news
programming. The answer is
nowhere.

support? Where are the mugs or
other small tokens of ap·
preciation (besides bu:nper
stickers)? Why not at l'~ast a
year subscription to the
programming guide if you
donate? I li,tened to WSIU
regularly during the fund drive
and was struck by how low-key
and lackluster the whole affair
was - very litUe in the papers,
very little on WSW itself
besides that dry, detailed
fmancial statement from Jane
Fisher. It's as if the station has
resigned itself to the loss and is
just going through the motions.

I believe Jane Fisher when
she says WSIU really wants to
se,-,'e us, the listeners. But what
oth{:r steps are being taken
besides the fund drive'! Has the
administration
been
approached?
Has
WSIU
aggressively pursued business

Come on, Jane. Take some
lessons from WSIU-TV and go
after those listeners! - Steve
James, Graduate Student,
Cinema and Photography.

Save programming on lVSIU
I would like to urge people to
donate to the National Public
Radio membership fund for
WSIC. They need to raise
$11,905 by September 29 in order
for us to hear National Public
Radio in our community. It is

maddening that nothing has
been done before now to raise
any of this money. It's-almost as
if WSIU would rather be
another Carbondale "rock jock
- beer commercial" station.
Personally, • will stop listening

if that happens. r want h'J hear
National
Public
Radio
programming and news. The
other stuff disgusts me. Linda Nelson, Senior, Computer
Seience.

No easy solution to Persian Gulf conflict
AT LEAST 175,000 and
perhaps as many as half a
million, people have been killed
in the nearly three-year-old
Persian Gulf war between Iran
and Iraq, Middle East sources
state.
The heaviest ton has been on
the Iranian side where the dead
are known to number at least
125,000, but could total four
times U-••d many. The sources
said that the United States
information is that some 50,000
Iraqis have been killed. Serious
injuries are estimated to
number 600,000. "It is almost a
World War • kind of
engagement in its profligate use
of manpower, "
a Sta te
Department source recently
commented.
ALTHOUGH THE PRESENT
Iranian government has been
successful in wiping out nearly
all organized political dissent,
the continued fighting and the
heavv Iranian losses have led,
in reCent months. to some minor
public expressions of anti-war
sentiment in Tehran.
Dt>spi le this enormous toll
and Iraqi calls for mediation,
U.S. diplomatic and defense

Jac' Prasai
Staff Writer
offiCialS expect tile struggle to
drag on for months, perhaps
even years, with neither side
strong enough to win a military
victory.
The
current
Washington assessment is that
there is little chance of a
negotiated settlement if ir.::.qi
and Iranian sentiments still
cross courts without reconciling
each other.
THOUGH IRAN HAS claimed
most recently that it had taken
the border town of Mehran back
from the Iraqis for the first time
since Saddam Hussein's forces
attacked,
officials
in
Washington say that Iran's
most pressing objecti ve is not to
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capture territory. but to
maintain pressure on Iraqi
forces and increase the
economic pressure in Iraq's
administration. "No one has a
single good idea on how to bring
this to an end," a State
Department report recently
said. "The only solution one can
force is a more careful U.N.
cease-fire proposal and a more
careful interplay by the region's
diplomats." There has been
concern ever since the outbreak
of the fighting in September
1980 that the ct',mct might
spread to other rountries
around the Gull and endanger
vital oil sources.
LAST MONTH. after an
unusually strong exchange of
threats between Tehran and
Baghdad, the R~agan administration has mformed both
of the United State's interest in
Gull shipping and essentially
reaffirmed former President
Jimmy
Carter's
1980
declaration that the Gulf is vital
to U.S. natic.nal security. An
added C'Jl"cem is that Iraq is
soon to acquire five French
Super Etemtarc:l bombers
capable of firing Exocet

missiles like those used with
devastating effect by Argentina
against the British during the
Falklands War. While the
borrowed French planes will
add new punch to the Iraqi
airforce,
U.S.
officials
generally conclude that these
win not significantly shift the
balance of power and will have
litUe impact on the war unless
IraQ. decides to use them in a
suiCIde attack on major Iranian
oil installations.
THOUGH SUPER etendards
will make it possible for the
Iraqis to attack more distant
targets with Exocet missiles,
officials in Washington doubt
that they will be WliHng to rislr
the planes against Iranian .,11
targets that are heavily
defended by surface-to-air
missiles, including U.S.-built
Hawks.
The Iraqis already
have used helicopter launched
Exocets in the war, but without
great success.
The Iranian Air Force has
deterioratd .d"amatically since
the war began. The lack of
spare parts has left the Iranian
Air Force outnumbered 10 to 1
by Iraq's Soviet-built MIG's and

I

French-built Mirage fighters.
Few of the F-14's defivered
before the revolution are
believed to be flying now due to
unavailability of spare parts
and inadequate training of
Iranian pilots.
KHOMEINI'S FORCES are
now forced to rely upon the
black market, the international
arms market and North Korea
for military hardware. Small
arms and ammunition, once
purchased from Israel, are
apparently no longer available
from that source.
While Iraq has made claims
that it is willing to setUe the war
on the basis of the boundaries
that existed oefore the fighting
started. The Iranian government has demanded com-

Cfll:tti~: $l~1Ali~n.from

$50

No doubt the best means of
achieving a consensus between
these two nations is through a
collective
U.N.
motion
declaring the region a "ceasefire zone" and through appropriate non-aligned nations'
contribution to such a solution.

---~tters-- r------~~int--

Guyon's assurance
Arter consideration of a
variety of factors. including
budgetary constraints,
recommendations fro:n a
faculty committee. stude!'t
demand.
and
long-term
program viability, I have, in my
best judgment, made a series
of programmatic decisions
which will affect faculty, staff
and students. These decisions
have been reported in various
mf'dia.
This leiter is to assure you
that student.. currentlv enrolled
in programs proposed' for either
elimination or consolidation will
not bE' denied the opportunity to

complete the degree program in
which they are currently
enrolled. To the contrary. a
special effort will be made to
accomodate the needs of these
students in an academically
sound way. I encourage you to
cooperate with the faculty and
advisers as they work to
facilitate your completion of
degree programs.
I sincerely hope that the
implementation of the proposed
program!"atic changes will not
IDconvemence you.
John C. Guyon, vice-president.
academic aHain and research.

Only the uninformed
cling to party aprons
You people have done it
again. Am I to think the Daily
Egyptian creates hack writers.
or are you all just masters of
reverse persuasion?
Last winter, Andrew Herrmann. former DE editorial
page editor, called the
. University of Illinois a haven
for snobs while making SIU-C
look like a place for slobs. Now.
staff writer John Schrag has
called Republicans prudes
while
unjustly
painting
Democrats as partiers.
Schrag was right when he
said he would receive letters,
only I am not Republican. I am
not even an Independent. I do
like Chuck Percy, but my pick
for the Senate is Roland Burris.
Partying is not a deciding
factor.
If I had to choose, I'd say J am
a Democrat. My grandl»l was.
my dad was, so I am. It is a real
good reason and similar to
Schrag's.
Still, I'd have picked Reagan
over Carter even though Carter
is much funnier-looking. Of the
two "clowns," J wanted the one
with guts. Reagan is more likely
to make the tricks look good.
I agree with Schrag that
Independents do not alway
measure up, but the only thing
worse (in language Schra~ will

u'Jderstand) is one 'who is
either uninformed or too much
of a wimp" to take a stand on
issues, and not cling to his
party's apron.
One need not read the papers
or observe the candidates if he
has already decided which
party to choose. They may help
in primaries, but it takes little
intelligen.:e
to
press
"Democrat" every time like a
cowardly yellow dog would do.
In fact, it may be true that
people who do that, do have
little intelligence.
I was glad tt; see that Schrag
included Jim Edgar in his
commentary. When I lived in
Springfield, I went to church
with Edgar and knew him to be
a level-headed pleasant person.
I would not expect him to
"party," but he can dodge an
issue with skiD.
However, there was one name
Schrag unfortunately omitted
from his mud slinging, US.
Rep. Dan Crane, R-Ill. Now
don't tell me that RE'publican
can't have a good time!
Furthermore, I expect to see
Schrag become editoriaJ page
editor some day; he and Andrew Herrmann have a lot in
common. - H. David Porter,
Freshman, Elementary
Education.

The Republicans:
case for the defense
J~o~r~~:!nJ~~ ~hr~'S

tember 12 issue of the Da~
Egyptian, I would like to defend
the Republican Party he so
ruthlessly made fun of.
His insistence that the
Democratic Party always has
the "right" views on issues is
nothing but bull. Perhaps Mr.
Schrag has forgotten (or has
never become aware of the
fact> that America is a twoparty democracy. The fact that
the tw(l major political parties
in this country disagree with
just about everything is insignificant. It doesn't prove that
Party A is any more right than

~a~ ~~a~!r~eJ:I~e;
"right" ones is nothing but
hogwash. Evpry American is
entitled to his or her own
opinion.
Democrats can be given siDy
nicknames, too. As for calling
President Reagan a clown,
perhaps Mr. Schrag has gotten
his presidents a litUe mixed up.
Wasn't it President James
"Peanuts" Earl Carter who sat
in his Oval Office and cracked
the shells of peanuts while the

Americans were being held
hostage in Iran by radical
fanatics. Wasn't it Mr. Carter
who so fiercely hit the Russians
with the punishing blow of not
sending the American Olympic
team to the Moscow Olympics
after the Soviet Union's tanks
rolled into the defenseless
nation of Afghanistan? No, Mr.
Schrae:, I think you meant that
the real clown was the president
who was elected four years
before our current president.
As a true Republican, I
believe majority of the views
of my party, but as an
American, I also respect the
views of opposing party
members. I also respect those
who choose to call themselves
Independents. It's their constitutional right. Being an Independent doesn't mean that
they're "misinformed" as you
say, Mr. Schrag. Surely, beil'lg a
journalist, you can't truly
believe such rubbish. If you do,
then perhaps you are the one
is
"misinformed."
who
Perhaps. you should catch up on
your reading. - Troy A. Arseneau, Freshman. Mechanical
EngiDHring.

How do you punish the USSR?
By Charles Victor
Staff Writer

at how they may react to something they
perceivt:d as a nuclear missile.

"IT IS TIME to nail their hides to the wall!"
That's t~ response of North Carolina's J"SSe
Helms and America's far right to the Soviet
downing of Korean Airlines Flight 007.
President Reagan's response on the other
hand has been comparatively and uncharacteristically mild - far too mild for the
Amp.rica!lS Right that brought him to office.
But what those ('allintl for punishment of the
Soviet Union cannot do is come up with any
course of action better than that taken by the
president. How do you nail the Soviet bear to
the wall? How do you "make the Russians pay
dearly?" More Specifically, how does America
make the Soviet Union pay?

IT 't'VAS AFTER the tramna of the 1962 Cuban
missile crisis that the fITSt IDJclear ban treaty
in history -. the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty was SIgned. The shooting of the Korean plane
should spur us to search for and establish
clearer communication channels, better Oight
procedures, contingency steps to clarify
suspicious mistakes and anything else that
would make the world a safer place.
In the last 30 years the Soviets have shot or
forced down at least 28 planes from many
different countries. Most of them were military
aircraft but one was another Korean Airlines
plane in 1978. Two people were killed. The
Soviets certainly shouldn't be allowed to get
away with such escapades but "punishment"
isn't the answer.

EMBARGO? Suspend the grain agreement?
That would be shooting the American fanner
for the crimes of the Sovic t Union.
When President Carter imposed his grain
embargo in the wake of the Afghan invasion,
the American farmer picked up the tab while
the Argentines reaped the profits by selling
their grain to the Soviets. The embargo on
pipeline technology transfer to the Soviet Union
resulted in Caterpillar Tractor paying the
price. In the meantime of course, and until
today, the Russians are sitting pretty in the
invaded land.
It is not only these embargoes that have
failed. In aU of history there has never been a
successful embargo except where the nation
imposing it had a monopoly. Very often the
sword has cut backwards and hurt the nation
imposing it.
ANOTHER FAVORITE proposaJ from the
far right is the suspension of the anns control
talks. The downing of the Korean airliner
shows us what a dangerous world we live in. Do
we respond by setting up more proces&es to
make the world a safer place or work to
sabotage the precious few we have.
Closure of the Soviet Embassy is yet another
suggestion. Again the rationale that this iDcident should spur us to greater efforts to
establish processes for peace should prevail.
It is so easy to hurl denunciations but how
much more necessary it is to sit down and
realize the awesome danger this incident
reveals. H the Soviets can act so paranoically
about a straying civilian aircraft. one shudders

WHEN CARTER tried to "punish" the
Soviets in 1980, the allies simply ended up
squabbling over '{hat measures to take. The
focus shifted from the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan to Allied infighting. Argentina was
more than happy to supply the Soviett the grain
that America refused to sell and British
athletes were collecing their gold medals at the
Olympics while American athletes fumed at
home.
Reagan on the other hand bas hit the right
tack this time in stressing that this is not the
U.S. against the Soviet Union but it is the Soviet
Union against the world.
NATIONS BEHA VE like people very often. U
one person dives in to get a job done many will
watch from the sidelines, freely offering
criticisms. If the United States goes ahead with
unilateral measures against the Soviet Union
there will be many countries who will sit back
and watch. criticizing every step and either
sm'.rking or uselessly commiserating when
they fail.
In this instance America must count itself as
just another nation in tht> WU'ld and tell the
other nations that world security is their baby,
too. The United Nations is the place for this
business to be settled and it is the busilx!ss of aU
the nations of the world to settle it. The
responsibility belongs to all and Reagan i1' right
not to let the rest of the world off the he.. ok by
taking too much initiative himself

University administrators
should join hands for education
Messieurs Donow and Somit,
during a recent Faculty Senate
meeting, traded blows like boys
in a schoolyard brawl over
whether administrators had
given themselves a higher pay
raise than had been given
faculty. But if the entire pay
raise of administrators were
spread among the 1500 faculty,
it would not be enough to buy a
good family dinner at a local
restaurant.
Not a single faculty voice was
raised with what seems to me to
be the real underlying issue why faculty are failing to
receive adequate pay raises
and, more importantly, why

staff are losing jobs and why
students are not applying for, or
are leaving school because of
inadequate funds. The twisted
priorities in this country today
of trading investment in student
futures for investment in
missiles, maneuvers in CenL-a1
America and in the Japan Sea,
and the employment of mercenary armies to prop up
rightist regimes in South

~rrit~e beginning of the
Reagan administration's
tenure, the tenn"linkage" was
popular for tieing together
apparen t1y
disconnected
events. Probably because

Don't market beer
I must object most stro,gly to
your recent editorial urging
that SIU-C join in marketing
beer to college students. Why
else would beer companies want
their logos on student tee-shirts
and on football schedules than
because such exposure helps
sell their product.
ThE associations which SIU-C
forms are too important to be
left exclusively to those in
athletics. As I pointed out in my
previous letter, acado::mk
pursuits, presumably the
purpose for our location in
Carbondale, are impaired on a
monthly basis for 20 percent of

the student body by alcohol. Yet
we are to become marketing
agents for Old Style. No other
marketed
commodity so
reliably impedes academic
performance. Yet we are advertisers of Busch beer.

certain of its own activities
were subject to the same cau:;al
reasoning, that term was
dropped from the presidential
vocabulary. But it seems
perfectly applicable to this
situation. The cause for the
miniscule increase in faculty
salaries, the threat to student
admissions, and the loss of staff
posts, is not because administrators are overpaid, but
because this country is wasting
billions to "scare" Russians
rather than spending it on the
educatiOll of its citizens.
Instead of harping at each
other,
faculty and administrators should join hands
with other universities and
educators in urging Congress to
end this misuse of our hmnan
resources.-CyrU D. RobinsGB.
Associale Professor. AdmiDifltraUcm of J1IItice,

My interest in this issue is
strictly academic. I like beer I make my own. The fact stands
before the students, the faculty
and the managers of this institution - neither our mission
nor our image is served by such
a liaison. - Jack McKillip,
Associate
Professor.
Psychology .
Daily EIIYpb..'1n. September 20, 1983,
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'The Final Option' is weak.,
feeble look at nuclear threat

Rick James pumps out
more funk on new LP

By Liz Myers
Staff Writer

8y Liz Myers
Starr Writer

Rick James isn't through yet:
On his latest LP. "Cold
Bl'ooed" he proves that he still
has some of his own "funky
stuff" to give his fans after the
rather disappointing release in
1982. "Trowin Down."
"Cold Blooded" provides
nothing new or original. but its
all 100 percent pure James and
100 percent danceable.
While dodging the draft and
before going solo. Rick James
backed up Neil Young as his
star guitarist. Now on thE
Motown label. James has ex·
panded his musical talents ~o
cater (0 the more fU.lkorientated audience.
The album cover it.;eif.
showing James clad in black
leather gloves. depicts the
album as being anrthing out
discreet. Typical 0 all hick
James' music. even with the
Stone Cit;- Band that previously
backed him uP. this LP reflects
blatant images of sex.
If controversial lyrics are the
key to James' stardom and
distinction as a musician. then
"Cold Blooded" will guide him
further up the ladder of success.
"Superfreak" and "Gimme
That Stuff." the previous blockbuster hits of Rick James off of
his 1982 release "Street Songs."
show that this master of funk
can pump out even more.
"Doing It" seems to be the
chart-buster of "Cold Blooded."
"Doing It" combines catchy but
repetitive lyrics with the
trademark
James
voice
stamped on it to make this song
a sure hit for the disco scene.
Powerful guitars and bass. a
swinging horn section and
pulsating synthesizers on an
even better cut entitled "U
Bring The Freak Out"
examines Rick James' rockoriented roots. "U Bring The
Freak Out" displays James'
talt;;lt as .a guitarist, which
distinguishes him from being
just another Prince stand-in.
It appears that everybody got
into th~ action on "Cold
Blooded," with guest ap-

Album courtesy
Records

of

Plaza
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pearam;es by Smokey Robinson, Grand Master Flash and
Billy Dee Williams. It also a~ds
a unique flavor to the otherwise
totally produced, written a"d
performed Rick James effort.
A beautiful duet that combine;; the vocal talents of
Smokey Robinson and Rick
James in "Ebony Eyes" add.> a
sweet. mellow flavor to the
otherwise purely funk album.
"Ebony Eyes" proves that even
funk-rocker James can make a
great slow one.
Funk superstar Grand Master
Flash gives an enjoyable accompaniment on the cut
"PJ.M.P. the SJ.M.P." Here
James incorporates their Sugar
Hill sound in a successful upbeat tune about the death of
prostitute.
Finally, the cut "I, 2. ' m.
Her, Me)" takes James f&r
away from foUf.wing society's
normal beliefs and values. 1n
this slow tune, James uses
sharp vocals, with a masterful
mixing job, to get his explicit
message across.
Although the Motown hero's
last album, "Trowin Down,"
was not a great financial success, "Cold Blooded" definitely
compares willi the high quality
of "Street Songs," which made
James a name for himself.

If you're thinking of becoming
a terrorist when you grow up.
instead of being a doctor or
lawyer like your mother told
you, "The Final Option" might
teach you that being a radical
maniac isn't all it's cracked up
to be.
Weak acting and poor effl!cts
make
this
disapPointing
dramatization of what can go
wrong when a irate "no nukes"
group takes control over
England's American embassy
anything but endurable.
"The Final Option" is actionpacked with countless murders
and multi S.W.A.T. team-like
rescues, so the question is. what
actually causes this film to be so
: IC~.
.
To begin with, the acting of
the two unknown starring
performers lacks any real depth
or quality. Lewis Collins, who
portrays a pitiful rendition of a
James Bond-type character,
named Scallon, ruin~ the film
beyond repair.
Scallon, the inside G-man of
the film. goes underground with
Lhe radical peace-rally group.
C(lllin~, stumbles with his faulty
portrayal of this macho-man
role.
If the good guys in the film
can be L ,scribed as baJ, then
th(> bad guys are even worso.!.
Judy Davis plays the laughable
radical leader of the group, who
allows Scallon into their sec,'et
operation one hour after
meeting him and sleeping with
him.
Davis portrays the powerhungry Frannie, whose daddy
died and left her unlimited
funds. She decides to tell her
new lover all the intimate plans

of the organization and does~'1
even want Sc .. llon checked out.
even though she plans on
overthrowing the government
in less than a we€k
Believable dialogut' is also
lacking in this souped-up
episode of "The Six Million
Dollar Man." The basic ut·
terances throughout the last
hour and a half of the movie are
"Shut up!." "Get over there'"
and not to forget the original "If
you move. I'll kill you."
Pe;haps the only way to enjoy
the film would be to look at it as
a comedy rather than a feeble
attempt at a film trying to deal
witn the grave subject of
nuclear warfare.
Humorous scenes evolved out
of the poor acting in the pseudo-

~~r:~~~S~3~n~I'i::~a!~~

guns pointed at their heads.
aren't the slightest bit reluctant
to tell the terrorist mob that
they're idiots. More comedy
surfaces from what seems to be
"Jaws" music outtakes that
accompanies all of the scenes
that have terrorists running
thru the corridors of the embassy (about one-half of the
movie).
The one and only plus of the
film is the footage of England.
The camera w.)rk of "The Final
Option" is passable. Thi~ includer s".ols of Westmir.ster
Park and the same building
being blown up 17 times.
"The Final Option" was
basf'd on the book "The Tiptoe
Boys" by author George
Markstein.
Perhaps
this

f!~cy!~:e i~t°"J.eSh~~~~c~~~~
edition. So if you decide to go to
the movies, any other film is a
better option than "The Final
Option."
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Author to dicuS8 book
about how to make love
By Lisa Nichols
Staff Writer

\\omell are not interes!~rl in ;:;
sexual relationship without love
and romance. Thev want men
who are emotionaily involved,
according
to
Michael
Morgenstern. author of the No.
I best seller, "How To Make
Love To A Woman."
Morgenstern, a 30-year-old
Ohio attorney, will disciss his
book at 8 r·.m. Tuesday in
Ba.llroom D of the Student
Center, and Will appear at the
University Bookstore to sign
copies of his book at 3 p.m.
Tuesday.
Mter interviewing hundreds
of women. Morgenstern concluded that romance is what
most women want in a
relationship. Morgenst<;!rn says
that a man needs to be gentle
and caring in everything that he
does with his partner.
"Little gestures used to be
seen by some women as
reminders of a time when they
were regarded as sex objects."
Morgenstern says. "Women
used to think thaI romance was
a means of g~tting a woman to
go to bed wib. a man, and that
after sex, it was over."
"That's not true anymore.
Women wanl the love that
grows between two equals.
They want romance back in
their lives: candlelight. flowers.
music. courting. confiding and
caring." he says.
Morgenstern said that men
also have come to the
realization thilt "romance is not
getting a woman into bed. but
that it is a key to goOf! sex"
:\Iorgenstern added. "To a
womar!. sex without romance is
just sex. Romance makes sex
belter Romance gives people
the npportunity to be friends."
Morgenstern said he got his
mformation from more than 200
women. including women in the
law classes he taught. friends.
the friends of friends and even
strangers he interviewed by
telephone.
Among other things. the
women
Morgenstern
in·
terviewed told him that a man's
eyes are the sexiest part of his
body. One woman stated that

=.....
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sexy men are men who feel
passionate abou: everything
they do. The best ·::ome;)n is a
man's passion; ilO woman is
immune to it.
Another woman said that if a
man makes a woman feel
beautiful or sexv. she becomes
sexier by losing her selfconsciousness.
Morgenstern says that a
romantic gesture rarely goes
unnoticed ... A single rose melts
every womalL's heart." he says.
For a wife and mother who has
three kids and dirty dishes on
her mind, help with the dishes is
a romantic gesture that is
almost as good as a single rose.
Morgenstern is an honors
of Ohio State
ITniversity and the Law School
of American University. He is a
former law instructor and has
frequently contributed articles
on law, medicine and legislative
topics ranging from communicable diseases to child
abuse.
~raduate

But Morgenstern's agent,
Connie Clausen, wanted him to
seek out something a little more
commercial. Clausen already
represented Alexandra Penney.
author of "How to Make Love to
a Man." so Clausen naturally
came up with the topic of how to
make love to a woman.

~eHbtut
ouiMet

1'0
Tonight

Ipm
Student Center
Ballroom D
Tickets: $2 Students $3 General Public and are
available at th.- door.
Michael Morgenstern will be at the University
Bookstore slanlng copies of his book at 3:00p.m.
Tociay.
Sponsored by SPC Expressive Arts.

But what makes Morgenstern
an expert on the subject? In one
intervie"'·. Morgenstp.rn said. HI
think I'm ver: eyperienced.
I've been sexuallv adive since I
was 15." He added that his
girlfriend told him that he is a
better lover now. than prior to
interviewing the women.
Morgenstern has just finished
a 7o-d, v. 25-city tour of the

Lniled So.e::'es. He has appeared
on "Good MGr"lrog New York."
and will appear 0)1 "The Phil
Donahue Show." "Til{, Sandy
Freeman Reports" and "CBS
Nitewatch."
Tickets are $2 for students
and $3 for the general public.
The event is sponsored by SPC
Expressive Arts.
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Doll Armstrong, left. co-owaer 01 Book World,
libOWll Mi&cheU Rick, juniCM' in engineering, how to
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Staff Photo by Dave Mcl:besney
play one 01 the lUiDois Lottery Games, which are
sold at the business.

'Lotto' sales are on the increoHe,
despite the odds against winning
By Joe Walter
S&aff Writer

All over Illinois, people are
disregarding the tw.million-tocme odds and buying chances at
the million-ilolJar top prizes in
the Illinois State Lottery's
"Lotto" game.
And Carbondale is no different.
The dream of wion.!ng is
making the state lottery a
mcmey maker for Springfield's
coffers.
In Carbondale, there are two
lottery outlets: Bodtworld and
Huck's Convenience Foodstore.
At Bookworld, co-owner Don
Armstrong said there has been
a steady rise in ticket purchases
since the store became a lottery
dealer in March. Armstrong
attributes the success of the
Lotto game versus that of the
Daily Game to the big cash
prizes.
"Many people couJdn't care
Ies&. about a good chance at
winning $40," he said. "but
they'U try for $1 million."
Armstrong said people come
to his store from Alma and
Jonesboro often with as i!lIIl'h
as $45 and a list of names from
friends and relatives. The
reason
according tt) Armstrong, is that "most of the

towns around here could not
support a lottery. They just
aren't big enough."
Pat Hewson, an sru-c law
student who t.<K.ght a "Lotto"
ticket at Bookworld, saili he felt
that spending a dollar on a
chance for a million is worth it.
On the psychology of choosing
which numbers to play, Hewson
said, "It's not totally at random,
I have a system. I know what
num~rs I like."
Hewson said he once won $50
on the Daily Game but then he
quit for "Lotto." "Lotto's
grea;," he said, "except it
seems that only people over 70
win. It'!":; time for a student. I
need it and I deserve it. Of
course, I don't use my chances
of winning as collateral for a
loan at the bank."
Thomas Trexler, d Cobden
resident who works at Tuck
Industries, said, "Illuy $5 worth
a day for several days. I hit it
every so often. too."
Ambrose Mudi, a senior in
music education, said, "I just
started piaying this "Lotto"
game. This is my third time."
Mudi said he had three
correct numbers once, and that
gave him the incentive to buy
more. "We have a similar game
back home in Malaysia," he
said, "we call it Toto."

Van Johnson, assistant to the
director
of
sales
and
distribution of the lotter,)', said
that since the inaugaration of
the "Lotto" game in February,
sales have increased. Johnson
said tha~ when the first place
"Lotto" prize incrt;8sed (0
$6,900,000 in August, .'things
went crazy. " Three w:nners
split the prize on Aug. 21. The
winners mcluded a man from
St. Louis, Mo.
Johnson said because :}f the
publicity surrm.nding the
prizes, sales for the "Lotto"
game are now up from $1.5
million in March to an average
of $3.5 million worth of sales
each week.
Sales in Southern Illinois are
up, said Johnson, at about the
same proportion as other areas
in the state - about 100 percent
since "lNtto" started.
Johnson said the prizes are
not given in one lump sum but
as installments over a 20 year
period.
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Mary Jane Boreham of Tierra
Verde, Fla.
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However. there is a chance
that someone could pick all the
numbers, win the grand prize,
and not become a millionaire.
On JunP 18, Johnson said, 78
people picked the light numbers.

Health student mmrded fliglJlscholal'8mp
Robert Boreham, an SIU-l:
junior majoring in community
health, has been named winner
of the secood annual Lu Ann
Gatewood scholarship.
Stan McAnally, president of
the sm Foundation, presented
the laward.
Use of the $800 scholarship is
limited to helping pay the costs
of Right instruction. The award
is based lin academic standing,
financia I need and demonstrated .. rogress in the
Universlfy'~ flight training
instnK'1 iilfl.
The ~'l.:wJarship was set up by
Mr. ar,d Mrs. Lee Gatewood of
Mattoon . through the sm
Foundation in memory of their
daughter, Lu Ann, who bad been
a flight instructor at sru-c's
Flight Training Center before
her death in 1981.
Boreham, . 01 Palatine, is a
graduate of Carmel High School
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Marines 011 Lebanon COBst
want to go ashore and help
ABOARD THE USS TARAWA
(API - Waiting isn'! easy for
the 2.000 Marines ~ cnt to back
up the multinati.mal peace
force in Beirut.
Many say they'd rather be
ashore In Lt;banon than slowly
circling cut here in the eastern
Mediterranean. whpn? thO! warwracked naticn is just a thin
brown strip on the horizon.
President Reagan ordered the
3tst Marine Amphibious Unit to
the scene after two members of
the
1.200-man
Marine
peacekeeping contingent ashore
were killed by mortar fire Aug
28. Although two more since
have been killed. the White
House says there are no immediate plans for the back-up
force to land.
"There was a little bit of
shock when we heard we were
going to Lebanon," said Lance
CpJ. Jeff Brumley of Portland.
Ore., an anti-tank gunner. "This
is what we get paid to dc. Most
of us want to go ashore to help
our fellow Marines."
Maj. Robert Beaudoin of
Acton, Mass .. the commander
of troops. said, "After the two
Marines were killed and the
orrler came to go, they were
ex.:ited like any young Marines
would be."
The Marines w",re resting up
after an exercise off Somalia in

~:e:~~a~rJ:rtc:~~'1~:~:~
northward.
Most had set sail in mid-May
from Hawaii, and had hoped to
be home by mid-Odober.
"There were some disgusted
Marines. mostly because w<,'d
been away from our familit'!s
and had hoped to be back soon.
The biggest concern was for the

YOUR HAIR....YOUR STRONGEST
STARTING POINT

families," Beaudoin said.
Since arriving last week, the
Marines have spent their time
aboard this helicopter-landing
ship and two smaller vessels,
patrolling the Lebanese coast.
uncertain if tomorrow would
bring an order to So ashore. to
return home, or to just sit and
wait some more.
A few senior officers and
others have nown by helicopter
to the shore contingent's base at
Beirut's international airport.

m~~~~! ~~J \\~i~~t~~~ :i~~~:::~

on shore is the faint rumble of
arlillery they can hear while
jogging on the flight deck at
dawn.
The Marines spend from 5:;lO
a.m. until 10 p.m. involved in
physical training. classes.
maintenance and normal
housekeeping, But their officers
are keenly aware the men
cannot be kept offshore illdefinitely without boredom
taking its toll.
"Quite frankly, we have little
with which to occupy ourselves" said Col. James H. R.
Curd, commanding officer of
the unit. "What we are doing is
simply to be here, to serve as a
deterrent_ This is the sort of
thing we are trained to do. The
omy change is the uncertainty
of where we're going next."
"The men stay relatively
busy," said Beaudoin. "But
after a few more weeks ... the
men will be getting jumpy. It
will be a )ptdown."
Orficers are trying to
familiarize the troops with the
situation in Lebanon, including
background on its politica) and
religious strife.
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Bring In This Ad For Free Shampoo & Conditioner Somples When You
Buy A Conditioning Treatm-9nt
715 S. University
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PRIME TIME PRESENTS

Southern Illinois' Newest and 1vfost
Beautiful Restaurant & Lounge
LADIES NIGHTfrom 9pm to 2am with 50¢ well
drinks for ladies. (Every Tuesday and Thursday)
IGHTLYLIVE ENTERTAINMENT Monday thru
Saturday Nights with NO COVER.
EKNIGHTS-HAPPY HAPPY IIOUR Monday thru Friday
Nights. 50¢ draft beer and $1.00 cocktails.
VERYDAYT;hefinestfood and beverage value. Specializing
in Prime Rib, steaks, & Fres,h Seafood.

Serving lunch
7 days a week llam-3pm

5erving Dinner
Sun-Thur 5pm-lOpm
Fri-Sat 5pm-Upm
Prime Time-A unique and fun place
to gather with friends

Route! 13 East Next to University Mall
529-5051
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Psvchology professor honored with ~wanl

Law student says commuting
by air is 'a great way to relax'
By Slleila Rogen

Massie enio) s swimmmg and
horseback riding. During
semester breaks she works at
the law office and she noticed
that the office gets to be "a real
p.essure cooker. There is
alw::ls a deadline. I look for-

sun Writer

Marsha Massie, a commuter,
works at a Hillsboro, Mo. law
firm and attends SIU-C law
school.
The big difference between
Massie aDd other commuters is
that she commutes in her airplane. Her Cessna 150 makes
the roundtrip between Hillsboro
and the Marion airport on a
regular basis.
Hillsboro is located about 45
minutes by airplane from the
Marion airport.
"I've never looked at it as
strictly transportation," Massie
said. "It is a great way to relax.
It gets your mind off of
everything else." So, on Friday
afternoons, Massie hops into
her plane out at the Marion
airport aDd is on her way to
Hillsboro.
When she arrives in Hillsboro,
her boss, or maybe one of her
three children, picks her up at
the airport. Her children, Tony,
23, Bart, 22, and Mary Jeanne,
19, think it is great that she
commutes. "They think it is
great. They really do. I didn't
even learn how to drive a car
until I was L'Urty," she said.
The 41-year old student,
though she looks twenty-five
and has the same energy level,
said that just taking into account the gas it takes to fly back
and forth, flying is cheaper to
her than driving would be. She
has been flying back and forth
since the summer of 1981 when
she was finishing up her
bachelor's degree in political
science. She started law school
the following faU.
The slender Massie started
flying in 1976 and has her
private pilot's license. She sai'~
c::he would some day like to g·"t
her instrument rating so she
can fly when the clouds are low.
She bought her own plane in
1978. She used to live in Missouri
and plans to move back there
when she receives her law

Ronna Dillon, associate -yt!c;r grailt designed to support
professor of educational full-time research for the
psychology at SIU-C, has been recipient.
namen a Fellow of the Spencer
The Spencer Fellowship is
Foun-iation.
Dillon's
third
national
The fellowship is one of the academic award. She has also
more prestigious awards given received 15 grants for her work
to academic psychologists.
in cognitive psychology.
The annual award recognizes
"outstanding contributions to
She is the author of four
knowledge over a sustained books, as well as several arperiod" and includes a three- ticles and book chapters.

w':.ta::e:!1=r~~0 ~~~;

children all live on their own.
She said she doesn't see how
women enrolled in the law
school with small children
make it through schooL "Their
husbands must help out a lot."
She said that she couldn't go to
school and work without the
help of her law firm. "The
budget gets kind of strapped, I
couldn't do it without the law
fU'1D."

Marsha Mahie

degree in December to continue
working at the law office. She
said that she likes Southern
Illinois. "I like Southern Illinois
a lot. It's flat and that means a
lot to a pilot."
Massie saie that she enjoys
flying more than driving. "It is
not as tiring and when I get
there I have more energy." She
also likes the thought of not
having to dodge anyone in her
airplane like she said she does
when she drives. Especially
when she is on the truck route
on Route 3. "One time I counted
the trucks for fun." The only
drawback she has with flying is
the weather. "I always have to
be on the lookout what the
weather is going to be like on
Monday."
She is currently taking 16
hours of school and said that she
doesn't have any spare time
between work and school.
During the week she stays in
her home in Royalton and on
weekends she stays at her
rented house in Missouri. She
must get six hours cf sleep a
night and she takes vitamins
reTigiously, she said.
When she is not in school,

Massie said that since she is
busy with school and work, she
doesn't get to take vacations as
much as she used to. She said
that, when she gets the chance,
she likes to take working
vacations. She once had the
opportunity to fly to Denver to
talk to a clinical psychologist.
Lenore Walker, about a battered wife ca"e. Since she is
originally from Denver, she had
the chance to visit with
relatives.
Her worst experience ;n law
school. she said, are exams. She

:~!nth~~~f%~ili~:r rf:~fe~~
with her and sat through a
couple of her classes. She was
thankful that none of them
called on her in front of her
mother. Massie said that her
mother is proud of her. "She's
really tickled, you know how
mothers are."
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Broke Special
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Battery

The News-5entinal said a coworker w~nt to Osborne's home
after he iailed to report to work
today and then called police.
The youngster was found
alive and unharmed in the
house. officers said.
Police refused to say how the
three wert' killed.
Polit'e
Department
spokesman Tom Engle said
officers think the child was
inside the home for four to five
days with the bodies.

CUSTOM
PIPE
BENDING
eComplete
MuHlerand
Tailpipe
Service
e Fair Prices
e Fasl Service

* plus installation
*most American cars
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Child found insUk Iwuse with lkad bodies
FORT WAYNE. Ind. lAP) A 2-year~ld child apparently
lived for four or five days in a
blood-spattered house with
three bodies before being
discovered. authorities said
today.
PolicE' did not release thE'
identities of the victims, but The
Fort Wayne News-Sentinel
reported today the home on the
city's southwest side was oc:cupied by its I!ditorial page
editor. Dan Osborne, his wife.
Jane. and their two children,
Ben and Caroline.
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I Covoncz's: A Pizza Change
Clip out this ad for
$1.00 oR any size pi,zza
-Thin style Pizza
_ Deep Pan Pizza
_ Stuffed Pizza

549-0718
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Sandwiches
Italian Beef
Sausage
Burgers
Subs
And much more

Good Tues. 9!20thru Sat. 9/24
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Blood supplies are reduced;
hospitals fear an eDlergency
Ii\- Dave Saelens
Starr Writer

Although the ,\m('rican Hed
('ross fa('ed a nationwide
shortage of blood rionors this
summcr resulting in a current
shortage of blood, lo('al
hospitals seem to have the
situation under ('ontrol.
Many area hospitals say the
shortage has not directly af·
fe('ted their usage of blood
such as having to eliminate
elective surgery
but it has
affected the amount of blood
they receive for storage, Some
believe this could be a problem
if an E'mergency arose where a
lot of blood was needE'd in a
short period of time.
Red Cross Blood Consultant
Bridget Dixon said area blood
drives in the past few months
have been bringing in about 1100
units per day. but the IIIinoisMissouri
Bistate
Region
requires 921 units of blood per
day to keep hospitals supplied.
"Right now, we're only
stocking hospitals at half of
their minimum requirement."
she said.
Dixon said there are usuallv
not as many people donating in
the summer months becausc
they .1re on I'acation or involved
in other activities. but the
number of donors this summer
was decreased eV(,ll .nore bv
.
the high temperatur(:s.
"It was so hot those lasl few
"'eeks in August. \\ e lost 2.500
units of what was !'cheduled to
be brought in." she said.
Dixon said thev had 10 to 15
bloodmobiles o'ut each dav
during the summer. and som/.>
would bring in 10 to 15 units of
blood short of their daily quota.
"That's over 100 units a day
right there that isn't being
brought in." she said.
Many area hospitals have felt
the impact of the shortage since
most have only enough stored
blood to fulfill their minimum
requirements, but many believe
the situation has not become too
drastic - vel.
Chief Medical Technologist at
Herrin
Hospital
Randy
Chamberlain said they have
been able to maintain a daily
minimum requirement so far.
but this could be a problem if a
major emergency arose.
"If we needed a lot of blood in
a hurry, it could definitely be a
problem," he said.
Helen Pritchea. lab assistant
at
Doctors
Hospital
in
Harrisburg, also believes if an
extrem(' situation arose. they
may feel the impact of the
shortage \\ hen trying to obtain
large amounts of blood
Lab Suoervisor at Doctors
Hospital Mike Rt'ndleman sa;d
they have a larger blood bank
than most hospitals. but agreed
that their supply of blood is
lower than usual.
"It's just one of those things
where wc've learned to \\ork
with the problem." he silid.
Rendleman add('d that if Ihe
shortage increased to the point
where it seriollsly affected the
amounts of stored blood. they
would have to consider "reevaluating some of the surgery
situations .. ,
Sor.le hospitals. however.
have not been affected by the
shortage as much as others.
Mark (;rabot. lab technician
at Marshall Browning flospital
in [)u Quoin. said they have not
been affected as much since the
hospital does not kcep a lot of
blood on hand.
Grabot added. however, that
the hospital has lowered it's
minimum standard.
Memorial Hosp1tal in ('ar·
bondale is also believes they
have not been hit a~ hard by the

Blood bank supervisor Joe
Gcgue said one of the reasons is
because the Rl'd ('ross uses
!\It'morial Hospital as an
"unoffiCIal distributor" of blood
for smaller hospitals.
"The Red Cross is con·
sistently going to kE'ep blood
here necause geographically \\ ('
arr· the largest hospital. and
other slllalll'r hosoitals call nn
as," hI' said.
'
';ogue added that the ('(f('C!

wasn't as great to them this
summer since one of Ihl'
hospital's surgical units \\ as
shut down during thE' month of
July. Gogue said because of
this. "the impact now is not as
devastating as it would have
been."
But Dixon aoded that mnst
hospitals realize they don" havE'
as much blood in reserve if a
major emergency were to
happen.
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We'll show YOU how•••free.
Would you 6ke to:
D Raise your grade average without long hours
over texts.
D End aU-night cramming sessions.
o Breeze through all your studying in as little as
1/3 the time.
D Have more free time to enjo.y yourself.
DRead 3 to 10 times faster, with better concentration, understanding, and recall,
Evelyn Wood's new RD2 reading system makes it
all possible.

EvelYJI Wood works -over 1 million people,
including students. executives, senaoors, and eVen
presidents have proven it. A free 1 hour demonstration will show you how to save hundreds of
hours of drudgery this year (as well as how to
increase your speed immediately with some simple
new reading techniquesl.
It only takes an hour. and it's free. I::on't miss it.

EBlmWooclID2
will open yo..- eyes
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Schedule of Free Introductory Lessons

DAILY
in the
STUDENT
CENTER

Tues,
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.

. Sept. 20·
·Sept,21.
• Sept, 22
. Sept. 23·
. Sept. 2"·

2 pm, ":30 pm or 7 pm
2 pm, ":30 pm or7 pm
2 pm, ":30 pm or 7 pm
12 noon, 2:30 pm or 5:30 pm
100m or 12:30 pm

SEATING
IS LIMITED
• Activity A &B
SO PLEASE
• Mississippi Room
PLAN ON
· BallroomC
• ActiVity C & 0
AnENDING
· Mississippi Room
THE EARLIEST
POSSIBLE
DEMONSTRATION
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THE WASH HOUSE
805 E. PARK

NEXT TO PARKVIEW MOBILE HOMES
OPEN 7 DAYS FROM 7A.M.-llP.M.
Fully Equipped
May tag laundry
For Quick Service
No Waiting
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Tex Mex &- Punk Polka
from Austin·s
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Fun and garnes, luck and skill ~ Brave Combo ++
'*' first Carbondale Appearance
offered by backgammon club ;- SI.00 Speed nils +
By John Schrag

Staff Writer

If he was tired from the day's
grueling competition, Larry
Wittenburg showed no signs of
it.
For four hours he sat in the
smoke-filled back section of
Booby's, facing his opponents
across the backgamlilon boards
until he emerged - out of a field
of 19 contestants - as the
vic·or.
And to th-::: victor go the spoils
- in this case a $10 gift c~r
tificate from the University
Bookstore. a $1 gift certificate
from Booby's, two film passes
from the Student Programming
Council and a free two-liter
bottle of Pepsi.
Although his booty won't
allow him to retire early to life
of luxury. Wittenburg was
admittedly "on a high"
anyway.
Was It his superior skill that
led to his victory'? Perhaps his
nine years
training, his If'\lel
of endurance. or his backgTound
in psychology?
"No." he said. his sparkling
eyes peering out from u.'lder his
long, black bangs. "It ,as
luck."
And luck is what makes the
game exciting for Wittenburg,
who said his occupation is
pitcliing for Jack's Bugs, an

m

~~ro~~~~~ SOf~~:~ tea~:~r~~
League.
"Backgammon is like life,"
he said, sipping a glass of beer
and rubbing his dark beard.
"You're cruisin' along and
everything's going great then
suddenly a catastrophe happens. Other times. like today,
it's great."
He said that he considers
about 75 percent of the game is
luck and the remaining 25 percent, skill. This means good

:~~~:~~~:~~r~!t=~~:J

Correctional Center in Chester.
He gTaduated from SIU-C wHh a
degree in psychololO' and has
been an active member in the
3IU Backgammon Club.
Todd Ziegler of Carbondale
finished second in the tournament, while a pair of former
SIU-C students, Ron Schmidt
and Kevin Grizzard, finished
third and fourth, respectively.
Saeed
Sehizadeh.
club
president, said he thought the
tournament was a success.
Contestants paid a $3.50 entry
fee and in return received a free
glass of.beer and two two-liter
bottles of Pepsi from the Pepsi
Cola Co., which sponsored the
tournament. The main objective was to have a good time,
he said, and that goal was met
Saturday.
However, he said that club,
which was formed in 1977. is
trying to increase its visiblilty
among students and area
residents. The club has about 25
active members and Sehizadeh,
a graduate student in thermal
and environmental engineering.
said he thinks many people who
have an interest in backgammon would become involved
with the club if they knew about
it.
"We want to create an environment where people who
have an interest in backgammon can come and have fun and
impnv~ their skill," he said.
Nancy
Campbell,
who
organized the tournament. said

H
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the club is not restricted to
veteran players, and novices
are welcome to participate in
tournaments.
The basic rules of the game
are simple, Campbell said, and
tournaments provide a good
opportunity to learn strategies
from more-experienced
players. She also agreed with
Wittenburg's assessment that
the luck factor makes the game
exciting even for beginner!';.
Two more tournaments are
scheduled for the second and
fourth weeks of October, she
said.
In addition to recruiting
members and hosting iocal
tournaments, club members
are also working on a larger
project. The club is organizing a
Midwest Ollen backgammon
tournament, sm's Third Anpual Cup, to be held Nov. 5
Through 7 in St
Louis.
Sehizadeh said playe~"S across
the country and a few from
across the sea are expected to
vie for some of the $10,000 in
guaranteed prizes to be
awarded.
He said this tournament will
be one of the biggt'st in the
country, and differs from most
others becau:;e t.':e club is a nonprofit organization and will not
retain any oC the proceeds from
the tournament above the costs
incurred by the group.

players will usually win out in
the long run. he said, but occasionallya beginner can beat a
more seasonea opponent.
To support his softball and

The tournament's format will
involve two divisions of play:
open
(profeSSional)
and
amateur. Tht' entry fee for the
open division is $200; for the
amateur catagory a $'.20 entrance fer is needed. Sehizadell
said SIU-C stuJents can enter
the tournament for $60.

WITH THESE SPECIALS
RECIEVE ONE PENNY
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Hangar Hotline 549-1233
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(~ North Illinois an:! !he rarlroad)

Hours: 9:00 to 5:30 Mon.-Sat.
Suno'ly 1210 S PhOne 549-1741

K0~ SOFT fROZEN YOGURT
K':::":P

I
I 9

in a cup or cone

All the fun of ice cream-plus the gord things of Y09Jrt
Hrgh i" taste. leN in fat. Natural fruit fl .. vors

Famws Oemm quality.

.' C5pee ·I a I
ii

19~ enti"es bearer
CU!) or cone of DANNY- YO
Coupon Expires 10/10/83

This coupon and

to 0 rag.

-----------------College
Graduates

Get your career off to a flying
start. Attend Air Force Officer
Training School, earn a commission, and begin a rewarding
career. The Air Force offers you
good pay, complete medical
care and much more. AIM HIGH .

Contact TSgt. Chari.. Tiggs

250 w..t Cherry
Carbondale. IL 62901
(618) 4S7-366rt
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SIU Journalism Grad
,Designs Newsletter
For several years there has been interest if. devising a ·';tudent
Health Program newsletter that would encompass aU programs
including the Health Service and the Wellness Center. About 18
months ago a 1971 gradl~te of SIU-C approached Ken Carr, the
present director of communications for the Student Health
Program, about doing her field training with the Student Health
Program. Cynthia Slade, who received a Bachlor of Science in
Journalism from SIU in 1971 and a Master of Science in Library
Science from Louisiana State University in 1977, had finished her
coursework in public health at University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
and was ready to begin her field training in June. It was mutually
decided that the newsletter would be her major project for the
fulfillment of her Master of Public Health degree. Slade arrived on
June 15, 1983 and began her internship which lasted a little over ten
weeks. This issue is basically her final project for her second
graduate degree and will servP as an example for future issues. Slade
returned to Murray State University where she resumed her position
as government documents·reference librarian during the first week
of fall semester. The StuOCllt Health Program would like to publicly
thank Slade for her choosing us for her field training and the excellent wOl"k that was done.

OIIA,"IC DUlCHllly VIck •• 11110"

Goals of the Student Health Program Students assess
The purpose of thE' Student
Health Program is to com·
plimE'nt the academic mission
of the University. !n simple
terms that means assist
students in being as healthy as
possible so they can get to class
as often as possible. We pursuE'
our purposE' through thrE'E' interrelated goals. f'irst, we arE'
interested in assisting students
in understanding how they can
practice healthy lifestyles.
Secondly, we are interested in
assisting students in understanding when it is appropriate to eng.lge in self-eare
for minor illnesses. Third, we
work to provide a quality
medical care team to assist
students in regaining their
health when they become ill and
cannot deal with the illnesses
themselves.

Health Service
in questionnaire

Sam McVay, director 01 Health
Service

Qu•• tlon. for the Director
NAME
PHONE ________________
ADDRESS _ _ _- - - (Myou_nt.
....,1y1ly ...IIJ

QUESTION _ _ _ _ _ __

Deborah Wills, Het.d of the
Student Health Program's Data
Center, and W. Russell Wright,
Ph.D., research consultant to the
Program, have collaborated on a
survey of health service users. This
October Dr. Wright will give a
presentation of their efforts at the
Mid·America College Health
Association ( affiliate of the
American
ColJeg<!
Health
Association) meeting. The paper,
entitled' • Student Assessment of a
Health Serv.'ce Program" was co-authoried by Wills and Wright.
What the survey was designed for
was determining if the health ser·
vice III meeting its responsibility in
regard to delivering health services.
Dr. Wright says. ,. T"e study
results will help us detennine the
exte:!t to which the SIU-C Healtb
&,rvice is doing the job it has been
commissioned to do."
The intrument has five parts:
Part I has statements about
physioans and nurses; Part II has
statements about the health service
in gen"ral; Part [II has fiscal
questions about the Student Medical
Benefits; Part IV contains items
about programs al the Well ness
Center; and, Part V tu space for
comments about the Health Service
and-or Wellness Center.
Dr. Wright, who also has Ill! ap-

~~'!!,rr':rl ~~\~~n!a;:~tYa ~~(lt:s~
appointment to the facully of Ihe
Rehabilitation Institute, says the
respondents tend to be satisfied with
the care.
Ms. Wills says findings of the
survey show that services of lhe
Program ma;, need ",ore exposure .
The last pal t of the questionnaire
has not been looted at yet: the
comments will be content-analyzed
as SOOII as they're removed from the
instrument and put together.
The questionnaire was mailed to
750 :'-iru-c students, selected from a
SMlpJe or a thousand:
ten to
twenty percent of the names chosen
were internatic.naJ students; tbe
remainder were United States
citizens. The names in the sample

~';a:~':~ ~=ined ~n;s~t~

r.~:n:~~e health service dlll'ing

. .nclto:

..... Mev.,.
Director

St.....t
....lthProg......
112 . . . . . .0 .

The survey. desillJled by Wills and
Wright. examines seven facets of
h-.alth care delivery. Ms. Wills said
th~se are the accessibility and
COIl\'enience of care. availability of
care, continuity of care, qu.ality lID ..
competence, humaneness, in
formation glving and information
gathering.
29.1 percent of the questionaires
were returned. Dr. Wnght says he
would have liked a greater response
rate: be feels the survey was
mailed too close to !be end of spring
!lIeDIester and finals.

Most Common Questions
Q. Wherl' is tM llealth Serviee?

A.

US Greek Row - 1st Building on the right past the new Law School.

Q. When is the Pharmaey open?

.\. Same time as the Health Service· 8-5 M-F. Saturdays - during FaIl ..
Spring - 9-1.
How do I visit the Health Serviee"
A. If it is an emergency and we are oper: come over and sign in at the
front desk. U it is a routine condition, call 536-2391 and ask fl)r appointments.

Q.

Q. Will I see the doctor?
A. You will see the most appropriate medical provider for your condition

How do I fit,d ..." my lab test results?
A. Call 453-3311 and ask for test result. If you forget
touch by phone or letter if it is necessary.

Q.

to call we will

be in

Q. What do I do if you art! et ... ed?
A. If it is an emergency, go to the emergency room of the nearest hospital
m you are in Carbondale. go to Memorial Hospital. 404 W. MainJ.1f you
need help ill assessing your need to go to the emergency room, call536-5a85

and an infirmary nurse will help you with medical advice.
Q.

A.

Wlllibe !lharmaey fill my preseriptlon from my doelor al home!
As long as you have the Written prescription from your doctor.

~: ~:e:: ~~~t~r!v'icf:d!ntal care to resolve emergency dental
disorders rather than routine care. For more informatiOl! . call 536-2421.

~:

NO::1':~:~~:I:~::::, r:;t::h ~~

so thaI first morning
urine can be used for the lab test. Also, you need to be 2 weeks late or 45
days since your last menstrual period. For more information call 453-3311
and ask for the information nurse or 536-4441 and ask (or sexuality
programs.
Q. Do I need aD .ppoiDtment fur • TB tesl?
A. No. The tuberculin test, which is required for student teachers and
others, can be obtained on a walk·in basis except Thursday and Saturday.

Q. U I have my own iDIIaranee do I bve tG pay the ltaclent medical
benefit fee!
A.. RefWlds are available up to the third week of each semester. For
fur.her information can 453-3311 and ask for all insurance staH member.

Policy Board
The Student Health Poh~ Board consists of six undergraduate I!"d
three graduate student members. The BoaN meets bi·weekly in Kesnar
Hall (Greek Row 112). The Board's primary concern is to insure the
availability of high quality health services te. all students at the lowest
possible price.
The Board is divided into three committees-Public Relations, MedicalDental Review and the Wellness Center Review CommitLi!e.
The Board ~iCipates In policy formulation, program review, and
program devdopment. The Board also conducts and annual revi_ of the
budget and mediates any proposed changes in the budget.
It is the responsibility of the members to speak on behaH of the student
population and interject their views and concerns. The members must
make certain that all decisions made within the Health Service are in the
bes. interest of the University's backbone-the students.
ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES' Three positions are preset\Uy open
on this board. Interested candidates should call Undergraduate Student
Organization at 53&-3381 or attend the Student Health Policy Board meeting
on September 22, 1• .

Mter Houn Health
Care Connection
Need Health information
when the Health Service Clinic
is closed without making that
costly trip to the Hospital
Emergency I:oom? 0ur new
Telephone program could help
you.
Call the Health Service
Telephone number 536-55S::'.
This number will cormect you
with a Registered Nurse who
can give yuu advice 'and
guidance concerning your
health problem. This number is
available after 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday, after 1 p.m. on
Saturday and aU day on Sunday
when school is in session.
Call 536-5585 the nurse could
help you take care of yourself or
save you time and money with
your apPllintment.

After HOUri Health Care
Connection

536-5585
II ,IU ,.aad h.lp in decidins to visit the Hospital
Em.rgency RoolII when the Health S.rvice is closed,
1.11 S36-SS8S Ind til. t. I registered nurs. who
in "kills IhIt Ucitiln.

\.. milt,..

Lyu Vidor. RN tile tbe lJdIrmary • •lwerlDg a quntiOD ';bea tile
Healtll Servtee CUaic Is clClled.

One for the road?

St.....ad out at SIU-C?

killed were drunk at the time of
the accident.
Over or:e-third of car crash
"Sure I got loaded at the
injuries are alcohol related.
party, but I had to get home
It probably would never
somehow."
happen to you, rigl:lt? Think
"Some of the guys drink too
agam. We all have a 50-50
chance of being in an alcoholmuch when thp.y come over. but
what am I supposed to do?"
related traffic accident during
"Let's get a 12·pack and ride
our life, either as the drinking
around."
driver or in the unsuspecting
"Take her car keys away?
vehicle. The odds are against
You'vt: got to be kidding'"
USLeg'al intoxication in most
"Me'? Oh, I'm careful. When
I'm driving, I don't drink much states, including Illinois, is .10
at all."
percent blood alcohol conLots of people drink, and lots centration (BAC). This means
of people drive. Unfortunately one-tenth of 1 percent blood is
the two often go hand in hand. In alcohol. A BAC: of .10 percent
Carbondale B7 percent of SIUC
results approx'dnately when a
students drink. and while not all
100-pound person has two drinks
ofthem have access to a car ,it's
in one hour or a ISO-pound
likely that a drinker with a
person has four drinks in one
driver's license sometimes
hour. Remember that we don't
need to be drunk - only drinking
combines the two.
What's dangerous about that - to increase our chances of an
combination? The facts speak alcohol-related car accident.
for ttJemselves.
You drive slower, though, and
try to be more cautious?
Traffic accidents are the No.1
killer of college-age people.
Wrong! Alcohol interferes with
[n fatal car crashes, alcohol is
judgment, vision, coordination,
involved over half thO' time.
and reaction time. You think
The more severe the crash.
you're capable of driving safely
the greater the P"SSibility of a
when actually you're not.
drinking, or drunk driver.
Alcohol is known for giving its
users false confidence and a
Half of young people killed in
crashes were not the ones who
distorted sense of reality
were drink.ing.
.
Certainly no one advocates
One-third of pedestrians driving while intoxicated, but

by Dave ElalD

by Nancy Logan

Wellnes. Center Counselor

of inadequately coping with
stress.
So what's the answer'? How do
Stress anyolI£:': "No thanks. I I cope with stress? At the
have plenty of my own." Could WeUness Center, we teach
this be you'? Or you might ask, students a variety of skills to
"What is stress anyway? I hear help them reduce the :mpact of
a lot about it, anti I think I might stress in their lives. 1 il~V inhave some, but how do I know?" clude such broad things as
Well, stress is experienced in attention to diet and exercise,
many ways and none of us are as well as very specific pracimmune to it. One way to look at tices like daily relaxation
the to~ic of stress is to break it techniques. Also important is
down mto three basic parts: l. proper breathing habits,
its sources; 2. its effects; and 3. learning to control worry, and
what to do about it.
breaking the habit of expecting
Some of the most common the worst.
The Wellness Center has a
sources
of
stress
are
schoolwork pressures, money variety of services designed to
problems, and relationships help you overcome stress.
with a boyfriend, girlfriend, or Recognizing that you are dif·
roommate. The type and ferent from everyone else, we
amount of food you eat, as well tailor our programs to your
as the exercise you get (or don't individual needs. AU students
get) can add to the stress in are encouraged to make use of
your life. And did you know that these. services, especially if you
worrying can lead to stress (and feel like stress may be keeping
you thought stress caused you to you from achieving your
worry, didn't you)?
greatest potential. Many of the
What are the symptoms of lifestyle habits you develop now
stress? Again, they are in college are ones you'll keep
numerous, but one broad for a life-time. Why not learn
category is physical ailments. healthy, coping. low-stress
Most common are headaches, habits now, and enjoy a hapneck tension, backaches, pier, productive life.
stomach problems, high blood
To find out more about Stress
pressure, fatigue and sleep Management or any of the
disorders. Other illnesses you WeUness Center programs, pick
might visit the Health Service up a Fall '83, Groups and
for, such as colds and flu ,can Workshops Brochure at the
also be related to stress in your Student Health Assessment by Janice Kul,
life. Mental and emoticmal Center in the Student Center, cr Senality Program Coordinator
disturbances, such as inahility call our main office (acro§
to conc-::ntrate, depressiool arid from the Hea.ltb Service) at 536Sexual health services are an
anxiety. are also often the result 4441.
important part of a comprehensive
health program. At
HtALTH unlCl POLICY CHANGIS
sm. sexual health care includes
Upon "'- rKomm.ndatlon of "'- Undergraduate Student
birth control information and
Organization .... foIlowi,. policy changes went Into ett.ct ,."
services, pregnancy testing,
29.1983.
pregnancy counseling, and
mformation and counseling on
On Campus Services
sexually
transmitted diseases
I. There Is a $3 charge for ~ .tudent visit 10 .... tt.aIth Senric:e.
and otber sexual concerns.
There Is also a $3 ctage far ~ visit to the Student Enwrgenc.y
The
decision
to be sexually
Dental Service.
active or not is, of course,
2. There lao" charge far allergy shotvilits.
highly personal and sometimes
3. If you mlu your appaIntmen: wHhout ClClIII,. the Health Senric:e
quite complex. We encourage
M the Dental Servke and conc.lling In advance you will be
students to seriously consider
charged $3. If you ore not IIgned In and ready to be seen at
their values, their pel"SOllaJ
your scheduled appointment ti!'le yau will be rescheduled
background, and the available
sexuality information bef('re
and charged $3.
they make their decision. Thos..o
4. There will be a charge of $11 per day at the Health Service
students who choose to be
Infirmary.
_ _ "_.fUUOUI8GISWU. _ _ AU-.as.
sexually active and who do not
Off Campus Servlces
want to get pregnant should
always use a reliable method of
eov.roge II 90" far local off CICImpUl servlc.. up to $2,000. The
birth control.
portion of a bill 1'1 exc_ of $2.000 will be paid In full within ....
Following is a brief summary
limits of .... program far .... fallowl,. servlc..:
I. Jock.- c-ty Ambu _ _ s.mc.
of birth control methods
available at SIU with in2. MemanaI HaepHoIIInpcIfIent Servtc.
formation on how to obtain
3 .......... to phpIcI.. -'-''-flo 1$270 'lmlt)
..........101 HoepItaI Outpotient Surpy
them.
5. ~ tta.pHaI E-.ncr a_· EMHGENCY VISITS ONlY'
Prices are from the sm
6. r. anflo who visit .... - . n q r roam for NOfo.£ME1IGENT ,,*,kol
Pharmacy.
conditione can "'per! .... Health Service to pay 127 of .... bll' for that
DIAPHRAGM: Soft rubber
VISit ond .... --'I!" of that bllj to be their NlflClMlbilltr.
cup iJiSeI'fi!d before intercow-..c:
the na ..... of the wtaIt will be .......1..... br .... -..ncr """" ~.
and
left in place at least 6 hours
IT
IS
tHE
~ OF tHE STUDENT TO SUIMIT M15 TO M HlALTtf
alNfACT" _ _ _111 _ _ ..aRC _ _ _ ~
SEIMCE INSUIIANQ OEPMTMENf wm.t to PAYS OF IECH't OF STATfMENT.
after intercourse. Used with
sperm-killing jelly or cream.
Requires appointment at Health
Student ........ " . . .
Southern I....... Unlwnlty
Service for examination and
112Gndl15GrM1<IIow
~.""'I
fitting.
61"453-3311
Average Effectiveness: !IO
Life!ltyUng CNnliDator

too often we're not willing to
stop drinking before we've had
too much. What you can dQ.
however, depends on whilt
you're willing to do.
If you choose to drink, knOll
your limit and stick to it.
Drink water, juice, or soda
toward the end of the evening or
alternate a non-alcoholic
beverage with an alcoholic onr
Coffee and cold showers will not
sober you up!
Say no to unwanted drinks
and be sure to have some food i!l
your stomach.
If a drinking occasion IS
planned, walk instead of driving
or arrange for a non-drinking
frie7ld to drive.
Refrain from driving if you
are drunk and prev,"nt others
from driving if in the same
condition.
Drive your friend home, ask
your relative to sleep over. hide
your roommate's car keys, or
call a cab for yourself. They
may be annoyed at the time but
will probably be grateful the
next morning for your caring;
about their sataty.
Alcohol mixes with many
things - driving isn't one of
them.
Remember: Friends don't let
friends drive drunk.
Plan ahead: Don'tlet yourseJ(
drive drunk, either.

~

"
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Sex and the College Student
percent Average Cost: $4.50
.l.ID!: Small plastic device
inserted into uterus by
ph)'Fician. Can remain in place
up to 3 years. Increased risk of
pelvic infections and cramping.
Requires appointment at Health
Service.
Average Effectiveness: 96
percent Average Cost: $37.50
P~: Pills are taken daily
for 3 weeks, with 1 week off.
Most effective method next to
sterilization and abstinence.
Requires appointment at Health
Service.
Average Effectiveness: 98
percent Average Cost: $1.00$3.75 per package
CONDOM; Only method for
males (excluding vasectomy).
Convenient, widely available
without prescription. Reduces
risk of sexually transmitted
disease.
Average Effectiveness: !IO
percent (95 percent effective
when combined with spero
micides) Average Cost: $2.50
per dozen
SPERMICIDE:
(Foam,
cream, suppository. and
sponge) These methods contain
a chemical that kills sperm and
are
available
without
prescription. Should be used
with condoms for greater effectiveness.
Average Effectiveness: 85
percent (95 percent effective
when combined with condom)
Average Cost: $3.50 per container of foam
A new spermicide, the cervical

sponge ("Today"), will be
available in Carbondale by late
fall. The sponge contains
spermicide and is inserted into.
the vagina before intercourse
Effective for up to 24 hours and
disposable. Call the WeUness
Center for more information on
this metbod.
Average Effectiveness: 85-92
percent Average Cost: $3.00 for
package of [tree
FERTll..1TY AWARENESS:
Predicts a woman's fertIle
times using natural body
changes. Requires recordkeeping. motivation, and some
formal
instruction.
The
Wellness Center offers Fertility
Awareness classes and ill'
dividual instruction.
Average Effectiveness: 84-96
percent (varies widely)
sm HEALTH SERVICE 453-3311. Provides pregnancy
testing, treatment for sexually
transmitted diseases.
prescription birth control
methods
(Pill.
IUD.
diapJ"'agm) by appointment
with etther physiCian or nurse
WELLNESS CENTER - 5364441. Provides information and
c 0 u n s eli n g
reg a r din g
pregnancy, birth cont..1'IlI, and
sexually transmitted diseases
(including herpes). Has ex·
tensive sexuality library.
COUNSELING CENTER 453-5371. provides counseling in
all areas of :;exuality, including
gay-lesbian issues and selt.ual
dysfunction. Coordinates gay
and lesbian support groups.

Let Your Fingers Do the Walking
Ongoing groups
and classes
(Registration is required. Call
536-4441. )

Stress Management Group
Sec I: Tues. 3-5 p.m. for three
consecutive weeks beginning
Sept. 6
Sec 2: Thurs.·1-6 p.m. for t.'tree
consecutive weeks beginning
Oct. 6
Sec 3: Wed 7-9 p.m. for three Robin DiUlDer, discusses appraprlate appointment with a .t.ent.
consecutive weeks beginning
Nov. 2

Weight Loss Group
Sec I: Thurs. 3-5 p.m. for six
cnnsecutive weeks beginning
Sept. 8
Sec 2: Mon. 7-9 p.m. for six
consecutive weeks (except
Thanksgiving) beginning Oct.
17

Stop Smoking Group
Sec I: Tues. HI p.m. for five
consecutive weeks beginning
Sept. 13
Sec 2: Thurs. 3-5 p.m. for five
consecutive weeks (e .... cept
Thanksgiving) beginning oct.
'n

Introduction to toga
Sec I: Mon. 6:30-8:30 p.m. for
five
consecutive
weeks
beginning Sept. 12
Sec 2: Tues. 3 :30-5 p.m. for five
consecutive weeks beginning
Oct.ll

Fertility Awareness Class-a
natural birth control method

pper Respiratory
nfection
Questions for Dr. Frisch?

3. What can you do for that

tember cough?
One ommon variety of faU cough is
Almost every year there is a dlJe to allergies. It is usually
worldwide epidemic 01 innuenza or (mnimal during the day but
•• nu." A vaccine is prepared dramatically worse at night - often
yearly which protects persons who keeping people up for many hours. It
receive it. Flu may produce high is associated with a •• tielde in the
fever, severe muscle aches, sore throat" and a need to •• cough
throat, and cough. II is usuaUy not a something up," but little if anything
serious illness in healthy persons, actually comes up.

=

U so, theft are several things you
can do.

2. When should I go to the Health
Servi<:e with a cold?

2. Try a nonprescription ....oug

Please don't come to the Health

3. Get a TB skin test at the Health
Servi<:e. Nowadays TB is a very
cause of cough, but a s.It.in test .
readily available and is something
you can do yourself.

So wbat do you do?

Overcoming Back Pain
During working hours visil the
Sec I: Wed. 3-5 p.m. for three Student Health ~ment Center
consecutive weeks beginning (SHAC) at the Student Center ur caD
Oct. 5. Register by &'pt. 21.
the Health Service 24 bours a day
Sec 2: Thurs. 7-9 p.m. for three and ask to SlII!8k with a n\ll'lle. The
cnnsecutive weeks beginning IIIImllers are 453-3311 or after hours
536-5585. We are there when you
Nov. 3. Registf>r by Oct. 21.
need us.
Meditation Class
Oct. 4 7-9 p.m. Student
Tues. H p.m. for five con- Recreation Center
secutive weeks beginning Oct.
18
The "NEW" Sexually Transmitted Diseases: herpes,
Workshops
AIDS, veneral warts
(Meet
once.
No
pre- ~!de:t~!Ji.m. Ohio Room
registration, unless noted.)
Introduction to
Fertility A Good
Night's
SleepAwareness: a natural method overcoming insomnia
of birth control
Oct. 19 7-9 p.m. Ohio Room
Sept. 7 3-4:30 p.rn. Missouri Student Center
Room, Student Center
Introduction to Tai Chi Chuan:
the philosophy and exercise

A Quick Course in "Newtrition"
Oct. 26 7-9 p.m. Ohio Room
Student Center

Sept. 28 7-9 p.m. Ohio Room
Student Center
Dec. 1 7-9 p.m. Ohio Room
Student Center

Oh, My Aching Back-a
workshop with "Doc" Spackman
Nov. 8 7-9 p.m.
Recreation Center

Student

Sexuality: The Male Viewpoint
Prevention and Treabllent of
Running Injuries-with "Doc"
Spackman

Robin K. Dittroer. R.N.
Triage Nurse

1. Take your temperature. If yo
have no fever your problem is m

liltely to be allergic than infectious.

medicine liIte Robitussin-DM.

4. Try an antihistamine such a
Chlortrimeton or Drixoral bef
going to bed.

=i!:ltcsr.::t

5. U aU else fails visit the Health

:!:C~

dilating medicine. 'l1te relief can he
dramatic - both to you and the
roommates who have been up all
':!ruc,"!t~mething to stuff

:e!

Weight Controifor the Holidays
Nov. 15 7-9 p.m. Ohio Room
Student Center

Timeout
-alternative
happy
hour
Sepl.167-10p.m.;Oct.13&2746 p.m.; Nov.IOHp.m.; Dec. 2
3-5 p.m. First Floor Lounge,
Student Recreation Center

Have you ever wondered if
you need a pap test or just a
pelvic exam? Maybe I can help.
A pap test, named after Dr.
George Papanicolaou Who
developed it, is used to detect
cervical cancer. This test is
usually done once a year as part
of a pelvic examination.
A pelvic examination may be
done when the patient complains of a vaginal infection.
increased bleeding or pain, to
determ;,.c? pregnancy or aftpr
an abortion. Having a pelvic

examination does not mean that
you have had a pap test.
Ask your doctor what tes!!:
have been done.
If you are having symptoms
of a vaginal problem or
pregnancy,
a
pelvic
examination is what you need.
When a routine examination or
a prescription for contraception
is needed, you should schedule a
pap test.
Kathy Hsin, R.N.

Biographical Sketch of
Dr. Frisch
This month's consultant is Dr.
Larry Frisch who graduated
from Harvard Medical School in
1971, followed by advanced
training in medicine and
pediatrics. Dr. Frisch has
practiced in California and
taught at the University of
Hawaii Medical School. He is
certified by the American
Board of Pediatrics and a
member of the Society for
Adolescent Medicine. When not
practicing medicine he, and hIS
wife Noreen, can be heard in
perfonnance with Carbondale's
favorite Irish music group
"Greengrass."

Invitation for
Questions
Do you have health related
questions? Each newsletter will
feature a Health Service
physiCian who will answer
questions
submitted
by
students. Send yours to:
Ken Carr
Director of Communication
Health Service
Southern Dlinois University
at Carbondale

Lawrence Frisch, 1\10. Medical
Chief of Staff

or. drop
St-rvict·

II

orr

.11

rh.· Ht'>llth
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Sept. 126:30-9:30 p.m. Room lSI!
Student Recreation Center

Stress Management Workshop

Does this describe your cough?

you have one 01 these disorders or
are over sixty, getafl!! shot yearly.
Otherwise it is optional. The Health
Service offers nu shots each fall.
Watch for allDOUllcements or call for
information.

Service with a cold: there is still no
Sec 1: Wed. 3-5 p.m. for three effective medical treatment. Still,
consecutive weeks beginning (left are times you are not lUre it is
Sept. 21
only a colt' or you forget what to do
Sec 2: Tues. 3-5 p.m. for three ror colds, 01' )'GIl are not ..... If it Is
consecutive weeks beginning utay to take a cold medicine along
with other prescription drugs.
Oct.2S

can
help
answer
these
Questions.
"Triage" is a French word
meaning "choice". Literally, it
means to sort out. choose. or
place a priority.
Many of us don't know how to
take care of our health
problems, or simply don't know
who to ask.
For medical information call
the triage nursE' between the
hours of 8:00 a.m and 4'30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Save $:1.00 and let your fingers
do the walking.

Pap or Pelvic?

1. Should I get a nu shot this year?

~~i~=~~!fi=~tr:
IlIIIgs or musculoskeletal system. U

The Health Service now has a
triage nurse available to you by
phone to belp you with your
health problems
Extensive use of the phone in
our culture for such diverse
purposes as shopping, keeping
families together, socializing,
and conducting business should
have alerted us to the potential
of Bell's invention for the
provision of medical care. Yet it
IS virtually ignored in medical
education.
Do you need to see a doctor?
Can you take care of your
problem yourself? What exactly
should you do? The triage nursE'

Nov. 107-9 p.m. Missouri Room
Student Center

p~----
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International Student Project
What do movies made by andor about countriE!!' all over the
globe, soccer tournaments, Aris
Kotsioris and the Student
Health Program have in
common" Each of them
describes the International
Student Project.
The goal of the project is to
create and
maintain
a
relationship of mutual understanding between the
Student Health Program (SHP)
and international students.
The SHP established a
gradllate aSSistantship, which
has 'he responsibility of
coordinaii!1g the project. The
position is held by Aris Kotsioris, a native of Greece. who
came to the United States in
1978. and to SI'J-C in 1979. Aris
holds another position on
campus, that is, President of

the' International Student
Council.
Aris'
jOL>
entails
the
organizing of programs for SHP
staff and ior. intt!rnational
students. Aris sees himself as a
link between staff and students.
One program for the staff
began this summer and wiu
continue
throughout
fall
semester. It is the showing of
video tapes, films and slides on
other countries, vllth the intent
of exposing staff to their
cultures.
The media are of two sorl~ ..
educational and f'ntertaininj!.
The educational nnes :lre
supplied by NAFSA. the
National Association for In·
ternational Student Affairs. An
example of what will be shown
is Discussions of Health, a
series which compares medical

practices in the United States
with the Far East, Asia, Africa,
Latin America and the Middle
East. The purpose of the series
is to give the insight which is
necessary in
fa~ilitating
communication
and
understanding between student
patients and their medical
staffs.
Embassies or consulates
from Saudi Arabia, Scandinavia. Japan, Malaysia,
Spain and Thailand are supplying the entertaining films.
And SIU·C students from the
country of the presentation wiH
be present to answer questions
from the staff.
Another objective the project
has 's . n promoting athletic
activ ties among international
stude.,I:;, so far, this has heen
restricted to soccer. Last year
130 to 140 students participated
on eight teams: teams were
formed on affiliations to
countries, continents and ethnic

groups.
Team affiliation is important
to international students; this is
a way they can represent their
homeland - maybe the only way
while they're at SIU-C. It is this
writer's opinion that the lias ion
between the Student Health
Program and international
students will foster activities
that raise the level of \OIdl·
being. The concept of w,;ilness
being promoted in this project
has no place for aggression in
competitive sports that ends in
fighting.
Another objective of the
project is to work with the in·
ternational students' perception
of health services as prOvided
by the Student Health Program.
For one thing, '!.any of them
become familiar with the
well ness concept in their
homeland: the way it differs
from the United State's,
however. is in the provider. In
many countries, physiCians.

by Marc Collen
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Injury Prevention In Intramural
Sports
Dr. Rollin Perkins. Health Service

::~~~!j;.ns:s~o:~~

duriog summer and fall terms of
1982 and spring of 19113 were
preventable.
Out 01 the 155 injuries, 74 were
preventable and 81 were not. The
IDlmbeT of players in aU the events
was 12,740; this does not teD us the

~~!::~e~,U:S~:m~f o~b~~r.yr:::~

were 00 more than one team.
ArolDld age twenty, our tendons
and ligaments stop bealing well said
Dr. Perkins. ' , Pulled muslce are
preventable, bowever; after ten
minutes or so of stretching and
wanning up, muscles become lall:
and have a good range of motion."
In ' , Condi,ioning for Sports,"
Fred Allman, Jr. writfS, theoptimaJ
ser-cise program tilt middle aged
men should include tbe following:
(1) warm up, 8 to 10 minutes; (2)
main activity, 15 to 40 milDltes; and
(3) warming down, 7 to 10 minutes.
This program can be applicable to
)'OlDlger persons and women as well.
The first phase, warm up!, should
include slow movements, such as
waiting, running in place, and lOme
stretching. Stretching exercises
help to mllintain and improve
• c~mplete ran.ge of motion an all

~~~::s~!i:r.;'=elball~:
throwing one's arm 0Ul of joint when

stending a throw.

Warm ups benefit tbe circulatory
system by gradually increasing
heart rate, respiration and body
temperature; this wa1, the tran·
sition from rest to activity can be
achieved with less stress.
The last phase, warming down,
should include movements similar
to those in the warm up phase, thus
allowing a gradual decrease in beart
rate, respiration and body temperature.
Joyce Craven, the Intramural
Sports Coordinatory, says the term
, , warm up" can be miIIconstrued:

the term refers to warming up tbe
body. not to practicing the game.
Warm up! using game equipment
are discouraged.
Ms. Craven advises participants
in intramural sports that developing
an individualized warm up program
is preferable to the entire team

~~t!.~~~:, ~ar:.JX

flsibility, muscle strength or
weakness and past injury are all
considerations in developinl an
elI:ercise routine.

For tbo8e who need desc:riptiOIlll 01
there are guidebooks for
sale at the Student Center
Bookstore. They are written by
Robert Spackman. Jr. (" Doc"),
Coordinator for Student Health's
Athletic Injury Program, and, are
available on swimming. tennis,
track and cross-country, parachute
jumping, conditioning for officials,
golf, football and othen.
For those who have a weak
area<s), Dr. Perkins will prescribe
warm ups that benefit that part 01
elI:ereises,

the body.

Warm ups are restricted by time
and space,
Craven says. She
urges participants to arrive early,
giving themselves time to do the
exercises. Since games are set at a
maximum of one bour, a player who
arrives late is likely to Jump right
into the game, however. Because 01
the lack 01 space (there may be
seven softball teams playing on a
field at once, for instance), warm
ups wiD be confined to the sideline
areas.

Ms.

':~a~r:hae: j~:" ~~'!:::

to be aware of their physical
abilities and limitations. The old
cliche' • Use it Dr lose it," applies to

==:s::':~~~M~C:

will develcz, maintain, or lose

=g~: t:! ioru:a~=sc:!'::r

endurance and flexibility.

only, provide this kind of ser·
vice . sexuality services;
alcohol and drug education;
nutrition counseling; fitness
and exercise guidance, and so
forth - never a cc·unselor or
educator who holds a masters
degree.
The Student Health Program
has expanded the traditional
physician centered·health care
and has taken on the team
approach. Nurses, working
under the supervision of
physiCians,
have
more
responsibility
than
their
counterparts in other parts of
the world. Imagine the international student's dilemma
when he receive" health care
from a nurse, when in his
country only a physician would
have provided it.
The International Student
Project may not make a world
of difference; but it is one way
!h~C~~~-~ i!~~1ing make this

management techniques and
practices, along with imSteve is a freshman. Shortly provement in diet and phYSical
after starting school. Steve activity to overcome hiS stress
began
getting
painful problems. His stomachaches
stomachaches and headaches, and headaches soon cleared up
especially when tests came up and his performance in school
or assignments were due. The improved.
Theresa rushed to the Health
Health Service doctor said that
his problem was related to Service to get a pregnancy test.
stress.
Much to her relief she found out
Theresa is a junior. She was that she wasn't pregnant. The
doing well in school, had a good nurse at the Health Service sent
social life and a steady her over the the Wellness
boyfriend. Her world was Center for birth control inshattered when she thought that formation and counseling where
she was pregnant.
she was able to express all her
David is a !If!nior. When he concerns and ask what seemed
started college he often drank a to be hundreds of questions. She
few beers at part\es or other .IOW feels confident that she
social gatherings. Now, four won't get into this unfortunate
years later, David was drinking situation again.
everyday, sometimes early in
A friend brought David to the
the day and often alone. David's Wellness Center. At first he
grades slipped and his didn't even want to admit he !\Iarc Cohen, director of
relationships suffered.
had an alcohol problem. After Wellness Center
What do these three SIU-C talking awhile with the alcohol
student have in common? They and drug specialist, David Wellness Center has worked
all received help from the relaxed and began to realize the with and helped over the last
Wellness Center, a division of scope of his problem and agreed few years. Some of the students
the Student Health Program. to seek help at a local alcohol are referred to the Wellness
Steve came to the Wellness treatment center. David is now Center by Health Service
Center for stress management planning to go to graduate doctors and nurses, others come
training. Over the next few school and is a recovering in on their own, and still others
weeks he learned the causes of alcoholic.
are sent by teachers. R.A.'s, or
his stress and how to use
These are just a few examples friends. However they end up
"'s"'-ev.!.-'e"'r'-"a'-'-_-"s"'im
....."'le"--_!i!.st"-'r..!<e!i!.ss~..........................................'"""-'UlI'Y"'"""........"'---,getting to the Wellness Center,
students find a friendly, caring
and relaxed atmosphere when
they arrive. There's no charge
for services (you actually prepaid for them as part of yoUr
Student Medical Benefit Fee)
and they are always confidential.
Tbe
Student
Health health. The Student Health
The Welln~ss Center offers a
Assessment Center (SHAC) is a Assessment Center can help you
wide range of services and
component of tbe WeHness recognize those factors which
programs to help you become as
Center of the sm student adversely effect health and
healthy and productive as
Health Program. SHAC is provide you with sound advice
possible. Whether you're sick or
located in the Student Center on to help you get and stay healthy.
feeling good the Wellness
With the initiation of the $3
the south end of the ground
Center
has something for you.
per
visit
health
service
fee
the
Hoor.
n is sometimes difficult to staff at the SHAC and the Cold Services include stress
management
training, yoga and
know when to seek medical care Self-Care Center can help you
meditation classes, nutrition
for a health problem or if your save time and money. By
information
and counseling.
symptoms are something which providing you with information
weight loss, fitness and stop
can be safetly left alone or and helping you develop skills to
smoking
programs,
birth
treated by yourself. A nurse care for yourself you can avoid
control and sexuality inpractitioner is available at unnecessary visits to the health
formation,
pregnancy
counSHAC to answer your health service. We do not, however,
seling. alcohol and drug inquestiuns, help you assess the provide any complex medical
formation and counseling. and
seriousness of your symptoms, treatment. If you are seriously
self-help
advice for athletic type
ill
or
injured
go
directly
to
the
recommend effective home
injuries.
treatment, or refer you to other Health Service.
Center's main
The
Wellness
Other
services
provided
by
services which can best help
office is in Kesnar Hall, directly
you with your particular the Student Health Assessment
across
the
street
from the
problem. Uncomplicated colds, Center are blood pressure
Health Service on Greek Row.
nues and
other
upper checks, body fat assessment,
Call
5346-4441
if
you
have any
respiratory infections are the daily "weigh-ins", flexibility
questions or would like to make
most prevalent health problems teoiing and a resource library.
an
appointment.
If
you're
in the
among SIU students and can There are free pamphlets on
Student Center. stop hy the
often be safely treated without health related issues and a
Student
Health
Assessment
seeing a doctor. The Cold Self- resource file on health topics for
Center (SHAC) on the South en1
Care Center, in the SHAC, can per;.onal and or class projects.
of the ground floor where you
belp you a~ess your symptoms We also subscribe to current
can talk to a nurse about any of
health
and
fitness
magazines
and advise you on borne
the above mentioned issues or
f-:.r
your
browsing
pleasure.
remedies and effective overconcerns.
Stop by aaytime M·F 8 a.m. to 5
the-counter products.
Stop by or give a call anytimep.m.
and
get
to
know
us.
Attitude, lifestyle, heredity,
-you'll be glad you did!
and environment all effl!Ct your

Visit the health
SHAC

Rosenberg associate linked
u'ith Sot'iet com~ollter growth
WASIIINGTON (AP) - A
H~rvard resear;:her na3 uncovered evidence indicating
that a long-missing a"sociate of
Julius Rosenberg. executed 3()
years ago for atomic espionage.
assumed a new identity in the
Soviet Union and played a key
role in the development of
Soviet military computers.
On Aug. 9. 1950. following
Rosenberg's arrest by the FBI.
32-year-old electronics engineer
Alfred Sarant ned across the
U.s.-Mexican border with a
neighbor's wife from Ithaca,
N. Y.. where Sarant had been
working on a synchrotron atomsmasher project at Cornell
University.
A few days later, the couple
disappeared.
Justice Department officials
at the time said it was
presumed that Sarant and
another Rosenberg associate.
Joel Barr, had defected to the
Soviet bloc.

Sa~~~t f':nle~rr ~m~~~~ o!

mystery _ No specific information reached the West
regarding their whereabouts,
work or personal lives.
Now, however, interviews
with scientists and engineers
who recently emigrated to the
United States from the Soviet
URlon indicate that Sarant not
only went to the U_S.S.R., but
also emerged as a founder of
Soviet microelectronics.
According to Mark Kuchment, a science historian at
Harvard's Russian Research
Center, Sarant headed ftrst to
Czechoslovakia and then to
Leningrad. where he lived and
worked under a new name Philip Georgiye,,;ch Staros.
"His career really developed
in the Soviet Union." Kuchment
said. noting that by the early
19605 the American defector
had gained the attention of
Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev
and Dmitri F. UsUnov,
currently minister of defense.
In 1969, Staros was named a
Soviet state ofrize laureate_
After he died
a heart attack
1U years later, an obituary
Cij.lpt:aring in the government
newspaper Izvestia saluted him
as an "indefatigable scientist ._.
who made a major contribution
to the inception and development of microelectronics."
Kuchment, who himself left
the Soviet Union in 1975, has
been conducting an emigre
interview project under a threeyear. $120.000 grant from the
Washington-based National
Council for Soviet and East
European Research.
He said the interviews have
indicated that Barr, an electronics engineer who had
shared an apartment with
Sarant in New York. also went
to the Soviet Union and
assumed a new identity - as
Joseph V. Berg.
.
.. According to the 10formation I have. Joseph Berg
is still alive. lie works in
Leningrad," Kuchment said.
Also reported to be still living
in Leningrad is Staros' widow.
Anna. who as Carol Dayton :Sarant's next-door neighbor In
Ithaca and at that time married
to a Cornell physicist - had
gone with Sarant to Mexico in

Dayton contacted family
members in the United States
for the first time. and she nas
sin!"e corresponded and met
with some of them."
.. According
to
family
members, shE' and Sarant lived
in Mexico for six months,
dUring which time she decided
not to return. They married,
moved to Prague and later the
Soviet Union, and had four
children. Sarant had a successful career as an engineerscientist and died of a heart
attack in 1979," the Schneirs
wrote.
During World War II. Sarant
and Barr had worked together
on radar projects at an Army
facility in Fort Monmouth. N.J_.
and a Western Electric Co.
plant. According to FBI files
cited in the Radosh-MiU:m book,
Sarartt and Barr also had
belonged to the same C"mmonist Party unit as Julius
Rosenberg-
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1950.

Joyce Milton, co-author with
Ronald Radosh of "The
Rosenberg File," a recently
published study of the Rosenberg case, said she was impressed by the new evidence
emerging about the Soviet lives
of Sarant and Barr.
Walter and Miriam Schneir,
co-authors of another major
book on the Rosenberg case,
"invitation to an Inquest," said
in a letter appeanng in the
current issue of Uae New York
Review of Books that "A few
years ago, the former Carol
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-Campus Briefs-THE PLA.".,r and Soil :-'clence
Club will meet at 7 p.rn
Tuesday in the Ag Seminar
Room 209.
THE COLLEGI-: of Liberal
Arts is currentl)i issuing ad·
visement appointments ror
Spring 1984 for freshman and
May-graduating students
A PE,\CE Corps representative will talk with interested
individuals all day Tuesday.
Career Day. in the Studer'
Center Ballrooms. ~,Iore information is available at 4532880 or in the Peace Corps office. Ag 117.
PRSSA, the Public Relations
Student Society of America. will
hold a forum on PR internship
at its meeting at 7 p.m. Tuesday
in the Illinois Room.
Staff .. bolo by David McCHsney

Tell me a story
Head teacher Kaye McGinnis tells children in a
mom bag prescbool a story aboat catching fish.

The prescbool Is in the buman development
division of the cbild development laboratory.

Forest fire threat called 'serioll~tt
By Greg Severin
Student Writer

The threat of forest fires in
Southern Illinois has increased
because of the unusual!y warm
and dry SUl':1mer. ac('ording to
Allan Mickelson. clnef of the
Illinois Division of Forest
Resources
and
Natural
Heritage.
Although the forest fire
season is still a few week!'
away, already five fires in or
near the Shawnee National
Forest h:lVe been reported since
late July. Mickelson said.
The most serious rlre was in
Herod three weeks ago. It
destroyed about 43 acres.
Craig Beardsley. district park
ranger in Murphysboro. said

the forest fire threat to the
Shawnee r~ational Forest,
which cover,; much of Southern
Illinois. is serious. but not extreme.
"I would say the forest fire
threat is moderate to high right
now." Beardsley said. "We
won't have extreme fire conditions until the leaves begin to
fall and the sap from the trees
begins to cure out."
Mickeillon, however. has
found evidence that leaves are
beginning to fall prematurely.
"Because of this hot and dry
weather, leaves are becoming
brittle and falling early,"
Mickelson said. "This definitely
accelerates the forest fire
season."
In the five fires reported. all

Qriginated on the eastern side of
Shawnee. Bt:ardsley said the
east side of ~hawnee is more
susceptible te fires than the
west side because it has more
grass, which burns more
quickly.
"The west side of Shawnee
has more 12-inch logs which
aren't going to burn as
quickly." Beardsley said.
Both Mickelson and Beardsley said people camping this
fall wiU have to use com, 'on
sense. Campers should avoid
large Cires and <.arelessness
with cigarettes and pipes.
The Forest Service and the
Illinois Department of Conservation routinely post fire
danger level signs at various
locations in the forests.

,\ PA:'IiEL dis('u!>sion on
single parenthood will be hf:ld
from noon to 2 p.m. WednesdCly
in Qtiigley Lounge. Formation
of support groups will be
discussed after the panel's
program. which is sponsored by
Women's Services. More information is available from
Sally Prane. 453-3655.
CONSr:VIER

ECONO"IICS

and Family Manag"menl
majors. as well as those interested in pntering the CE and
FM program are invited to a
meeting at 4 p.m. Tuesday in
Quigley 102. Field experience
will be discussed and students
will have the opportunity to ask
questions about the program
and to share concerns.
THE 19113 Carbondale High
School yearbook, "The Dial,"
will be distributed at the art
rooms at Central Campus
Tuesday through Friday.

PI SIGMA Epsilon. a
professional and coec.Jcational
national fraternity specializing
in marketing. selling and sales
management will hold a general
BRIEFS POLICY - Tbe deadline
meeting at 7 p.m. Tuesday in for Campils Briefs i!I noon two davs
Lawson 221. The St. Jude's, before publication. Tbe briefs mast
Halloween
and
regional be typewritten, and must Include
time, date. place and sponsor or the
projects will be discussed.
THE CAREER Planning and
Placement Center will hold a
resume writing workshop at 1
p.m. Tuesday in Quigley 203.
Those intrested may sign up in
Woody H;>.l1 B204.

evenl ani the name and telep .... ne
number of the person submitting the
item. Items shol14d be delivered or
mailed to the Daily t:gyptiaD
newsroom,
Communicallons
Building. Room 1%47. A brief wW ~
published once and only as spa~e
ailows.

Printing Plant

SC OPIES
-w!l;Ie-you-wlllt-servlce-

• Tllesl.

C~ples

- on

rag cc,,:ent paper Movern ight service
• Multi-page originals
mus/I_Jin
document feeder

• Plain while paper
c('p.es -- other paper
at additional charge.
• All

sales ta.<

included in abcve
prices

529-3115

Joliet teachers strike; Wheeling settles
By The Associated Press
Teachers in Joliet went on
strike today after weekend
negotiations failed to produce
an agreement .,\ ith the board of
Elementary School District 86,
while a last-minute setUement
averted a walkout in the
Wheeling-Buffalo
Grove
district.
In Joliet. Superintendent
Mary Jane Broncato said administrators and substitutes

would fill in for 475 striking
teachers in an attempt to keep
classrooms open for 8.700
students. School has been in
session ror three weeks.
"We will assess the situation.
and if we can't provide the type
of education we normally do,
then we'll make a decision,"
Broncato added.
In Wheeling-Buffalo Grove
Community Consolidated
School District 21. a strike was
averted early today with

al!,reement on a
'ontract.

two-year

The strike would have been
the first in the tlistrict's history,
but classes began as scheduled
for 5,600 students.
School board negotiator
Edward Siemienas said the new
contract for 300 teachers includes an 8.3 percent salary
increase this year and a 6.75
increase for the second year.

' 1 ~ SHOPSMART... AT
Jt~~.. -{O~ILLINOIS LIQUOR MARTS

I

AD GOOD AT THe: FOllOWING CARBONDALE LIQUOR MARTS

'• • • • • • • • AND

t-

LIQUOR MART

UQUORMART

WAll & WALNUT
EASTGA TE SHOPPING CENTER

109 N. WASHINGTON

549-5202

Drive-up Window

· CH'··
BUS
•

:. , :

I

I

'

,

",I

"

457-2721

'499

'""'~ ~!~:k
~~~I

;;~.~!
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how t.f) use this method oj pn~dtictir1J! I
woman's fertile times. These CLGISS,eSm
wiil cover in depth the application
Fertility Awareness for use as a method
of birth contro:. Classes will meet in the
Well ness Center Conference Room. Meets
Wednesdays, 3:00-5:00 p.m .. jor three
ICioFU,ecutive weeks b',sinning September
Registration is required_
Call 536-4441.

•

wt"))n~
C~ntt"r

Today's puzzle
ACROSS

1 Hominy

5 P"'ide
9ChllSSla
14 Reputation
15 Helvhl
16 furtous
17 Ad. . .
1'RapklIy
20 Poplar

63SurprIeed
64T~

tllggle
66Jlnn

67 Monogram
part: abbr.
68 RaInbow:
pret.
69 SwISs

h«dsmen

By Mike Shanahan
Of die Associated Press

Puzzle anlfwers
are on Page 12.

21 BIg Top
supports
23 Do a brlllce

70 Wri1er James

job
25 H8nlWts
26 Knife
28 Choicer
32 Checking
37 Pluncler
38 Part of
India
39 Embezzle
41 Wasftrst
42 " - IriSh

DOWN
1 Until now
2 Hood's friend
Allan
3 GGod
4 Propotl/tlon
5 ....rtc: unn
27 Segments
6 Joust
29 FalSehood
7 Nol6C! Can.
30 In any way

71 Vehic;Ies

doe!O"

8 Middle
9 1920's gal
10 An_

Rose"
45 Banners
48 Dignified
50 W_ one
51 Appears

I I Grend-

62 Pandemo-

22 Loop

parental
12 Rodents
54 a ...... lettars 13 G.....
58 &as.unner's
'88Istance
goal
18 Customs
nlurn

240m.

Senate DeDlocrats pushing
for war powers declaration

::r:~e~i:nf h~:ml:~ ~~

49 FISh

52 Sicilian
SOCiety

31 Commies

53 Irritate

32 M08Ier ,
ctliets
33 GllrlTlent

55 Crown
56 Ac1Ive

34~

56Cron.

35 UHlmate
36 NeedIeIiSh
40 Metal
43 MOVM gently
44 USSR plains
46 Broker

59 Molding
60 Horace or
ThOmas

47 Tuneful

WASHINGTON CAP)
Senate Democrats are united as
never before in their three
years of minority ,;tatus on one
issue - a demand the president
~ive Congress a role under 1973

57 Kernels

61 Buffalo'.

_tertront
65 Holy one:
ebbr.

Lebanon.
While aware of public
uneasiness over the presence of
American troops on foreign soil,
few in Congress are arguing
that the 1,200 troops now in
Reirut should come home.
Bllt the White House remains
uncertain how much power to
surrender to the House and
Senate on the issue of the
trO?JlS, and the usually contentious Senate Democrats - a
minority since Reagan won
election in 1980 - have taken
the lead in seeking to invoke
provisions of the War Powers
Act.
At issue is the Vietnam-era
Wa.' Powers Act. which
requires the president to notify
Congress when American
troops overseas are in combat
and to bring them home within
60 days unless the House and
Senate specifically allow them
to remain.
Twenty-nine of the Senate's 45
Democrats met I.. "t week and
unanimously approved a
resolution which would declare
that hostilities in Lebanon hav'!

N'ews '2tnalvsis
'J'
triggered provisions of the War
Powers Act.
Democratic leaders say they
believe they would have nearly
unanimous support among their
own for that resolution on the
Senate floor. and a substantial
number of Republicans are
known to helieve Presiden
Reagan is wrong to fight the
issue.
So, Reagan is under considerable pressure.
"If we get it to the "oor, we
will pass it," Sen. Thomas P.
Eagleton, D-Mo., said of the
Democratic resolution.
Eagleton was an original author
of the 1973 law and a key figure
in efforts to persuade Reagan to
invoke it.
Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-III.,
chairman of the Foreign
Relations Committee, said his
panel plans hearings ""horUy"
on the Democratic r~lution.
On Tuesday. that panel votes
on a proposed nuclear weapolls

Workshop for international student set
International Services will
sponsor a workshop for international students titled
"How
to
Prepare
for
Examinations and How to Write
a Tenn Paper" from 6:30 to 8
p.m. Thursday.

Day to offer students
tips, training for finding jobs
the different companies which
usually employ SIU-C students,
and to help them to find out
first-hand the requirements
that employers expect them to
fulfill.
Representatives from various
companies will discuss career
trends, job opportunities, application procedures and the
desired trainin~ for potential
emDloyees.

Faculty recital
to feature Mandat
Eric Mandat, an assistant
professor of clarinet and
saxophone, will lead off the first
facult\, recital at 8 p.m. Wednesdav in the Old Baptist
Foundation.
He will perform James
Primosch's "Particles," which
will be the Illinois premiere of
this work.
Manda! will also perform
Brahm's Sonata in F Minor as a
tribute to BrahlJl's 150th birthday, and some contemporary
pieces.

The workshop will be held in
Activity Room B of the Student
Center. Cynthia Valk of the
English Department and
Kathleen Wiese of the Center
lor Basic Skills will present the
program.

DROP ON IN
AND
GIVE YOUR

~Career

Students with every conceivablp major have the opp<>rtunity to talk to potential
e"lployers in the Student Center
ballrooms from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tuesdav.
The
informal,
walk-in
sessions are part of the evenlc;
planned for Career Day.
According to a spokeswoman
from Career Planning and
Placf;'ment. Career Day is being
held to familiarize students with

freeze resolution. The Houst'passed freeze resolution is one
of several arms control
Droposah to be considered by
the committee, and opponents
say the recent Soviet downing of
a Korean jetliner dims chances
the freeze resolution will pass
the Senate.
Both the House and Senate
have debates scheduled this
week on appropriations bills for
various departments, and the
House wi!l continue debate a bill
promotmg the construction of
coal slurry pipelines.
Before Congress returned
from a five·week summer
recess, four Marines were killed
and several were injured in
attacks oY. Lebanese rebels
firing on l'.S. positions. The
Marines h:;. ve been in Lebanon
for a year now, as part a multinational peacekeeping force.
Although Reagan has given
Marine jet fighters authority to
fire on positions where the
attacks might originate, the
president has insisted that the
level of hostilities does not yet
require him to trigger the war
powers measure.

EARS
A TREAT.

RECORD
SP\LE
Records
at Big Discounts!
Save up to 53.00!
Major label LP's! Top artists!

Many. IUny selections in lhis special purdlase. Classics ind"'l
t.oching
r.pair'l
Guitar Set up & adjustment

llarllwig's
JloUSt of fRu!lic
Houri 9:30-6:00 M-Th & Sat
9:30-8:00 Fri

In the New Kroger

Handnds of records! Come "rly for best selectioo!

AT THE CROSSROADS
OF THE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT CENTER
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74 CHEVY STATION Wagon,
. CRAB ORCHARD LAKE. 40 acres,
If. mile frontage on black.top road,
P. S., P. B., air, cruise,!.ill
wheel Huns good. rT5O.00 O. B U. • 4 acre spring-fed lake. City water
) 684-543ci
2578A.28
available. M<l,OOO or best offer. 90
.
pemml financing available lit 12
• 72 PINTO 60 000 Miles, Runs pere"llt over 10 year term. Pl.ooe
great, M(lO Or ~t offer. 457-4079 i 5*-36.'12 art~ ~ for afp,ointment
ilter 5 p.n..
2571~
to see. ThIS .. arpin 'B2s56AdlO

:!Fg~:s1-IHr.~!~P, ~~rt~l

I

=

1D&~!ua:li'~~~ cents per word
Two O.y__ eents per . . . . ,er

:~~s~~Cbatr::.

'.650. Calf 549-6546.

=,

PANASONIC

r:.

'::'ieteen O.y..... eents
per word. per day.
0.r-5 cents

i Mobne Home.

1-------------------

bra~es~;rtOp !~t £~ni:~~~

m

original, great

61123, 684 .... 179.

con"~don.

:

684-

~~~e~'T::~ci.ES~c:~I,~~~I~~~
con~ole

2524Aa24

~.~ft'!rtc!n~rs~~s49-~~atic,

.ros

i

.-

Call

('Venings, Sara, f29-3746. 2381Aa34
1981 AMC CONCORD, kylinder,
stereo, power steering, and

1943.

~~~e~Il~~~lb. \~~. mb~t9-

3480.

1980 CHEVY CITATION, 4-door,
116, JIb, ae. ~'l5O, 549-7351. 2445Aa24

ROLAND SH-09 SYNTHESIZER.

549-3744.

SEE

---

Call 687-4960.

~22

~ MIKelianeou.

II:

2454Aa24

!I

1973 CHEVY CAMPER Van. 350,4-

~'I~~M~r' ,'~S: ~~-:t
baltery,$595,O~

AND atAIN ADJUSTMINT
with purchMe of
~J-I Ch.ln .......

'l.MI"$outhofthe~

O. 687-2:17.

24711Aa22

~:t~~JGf.i~~~:~~'m~s
bed.,n ,457~

~!!'~~~
A....

Auta. ............ ...,...
................... & GnIup

CADILLAC 1968, RUNS real good,
lots of new parts, $25CJ or best (lfer,

,

248lAa25

~c~~t~

rirm.
1969 DODGE DART. Rebuilt
~ rebuilt tralllmillllion, hiJb

mi':~~:::: ~If~~
4813.Sellortrade.Beetof~

R_I btat.

I __
=:2Il00.~~~r:.fd
:r;~nm~~
. .2340 an~

-

=l::l~4-dooJJ.,~a~

=~~

! RIDING

MOWER-

5

H.~.

'

25.19Aa3O
' " _ tiful
1976 VW RAB~ ........r. uaaU
• ..1_

,

'1900'~I~'

. 25:t0Ai40

.

..'

INSTANT CASH

THREE BEDROOM ONE person
needs two more. '109.50 per ~n
includes heat and water. Furnisbed. One bedroom available

CLEAN, QUIET, ONE becroom
apartment.
Available
im·

W~~e.o:,?:,~ peo~

For Anything Of
Gold Or Silver
Col~-a.."...Itc-

.i&J Col.. m 1.111457'-'

II:::==::::::=:;=_&~~~S
'I,

TO SEm.E ESTATE. Newer 3- '
bedroom. Unity P<fiDtk
i.E;,I_ec:;.,;;;t;.ro;""";,...n...
.....,
after
529-3894.
Best
1
I
A.I TlLIYISION
reasonaule fer.
2547Aa30 : S4 000 'Du~ lots, Ced.rir Creek i RENTAL
SAlES
REPAIR
'15 CHEVY VAN. Customized. 1-1 ~:nes;:'rr:~ll:W':!:~~!
T.V_RENTAl .... IWEEK
336-5234 after spm. Sell or trade for
Will consider financing and
SAlE ON All NEW ZENITHS
small truck.
2557Aa26
reasonable offers UlItil Sept. 25, ' USEDCOLORT.V.'SFORSAlE
1977 CAMARO, AUTOMATIC, lIS,
1983. NormanHaJl,54~2337Ad33
$160.00 UP
~~beel, a-e, S2OOO.~ !
T_V. REPAIR· FREEESTIMATES

~&a:.~~c;,:~~-:ll
5P~

S4&,O~.
~~x....ge:frr51 S:~, a~:

I

l..;a~",,,,!~~_

I

I

!....~. 1D~~yA,~~·B.E~ I ~~~~i~n~~~n;~~ii~
.YtW

ii9:Hi.s. I J",.

.

::r,=-iib~~~:

~

B25'72Aa25 1

:rr~~' A steal at S23'=iA~

i

CARTERVILLE
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENl'S. Furnished •
water paid. 'ilO-month. Ira-

~:!:.~lZ~~: R~~.

BE READY FOR winter in a:l-

r:::i~':d.afN~m.:~t ;"~~m~~~t

Goss Property M~'~~i~~'

MUP.PHYSBORO
S75 oo-mootb
one-fifth utilities. Call 687:2498.
'
2554Ba25
GREAT LOCATION, CLOSE to

L----------.. ~ru~::~TJ~tT::m~i~~~~:~V:
715S.:':AVE.

i

B246IBb24

~~Fio :::p~~: Fr:'nYs~'

~~ or grad studen:o.Y:i

=,~.~~. l~,

529-11101.

.

B2306Ba22

NEW f ROOM apt., asrUaDc:et,

CRUSARDER,
STONEWARE
(cune-l0) KilD~~; Potter wheel-

I

~~~~o.!~:"~t~B!lr~~J:~:

~mo.

~:'~~r ~=~ s~~~ ~~
:!?:tt~weCall ~W~~~~eor J~:

~~~oplar, A-C, al~~~6L~
sell. Old Route 13 west. TUrn soutb
Midland Inn Tavern, go 3 miles.
UNF'URNtSHED APARTMENT
549-41178.
B2409Af38
NEWLY decorated, quiet. 2
. FOR SALE. WASHER and dryer,
bedroom. Professional ~or
. Sears. ,1'lS-pr. 549-1618. 2513Al25 : =~. Near Carbonda~'I9~
BETA VIDEO FILM and VCR
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM.
. Very cloIe to campus. ~montb
plus utilities. For ODe or two
r~~~;~::il2:JJ~ ";~
~JI:;~aR' no pets. ~~=
'&pm Monday-8aturday 4577851

I'

529-3836, 457-

MURPHYSBORO. FIVE ROOM
house. No pets. '190 per month.
684-5000, 8:00-5:00 weelit~b22

5777.

i tu~::J;:, ~:r~~~:i:. ~

~~~

for
5 MILES CAMPUS, 3 bedroom. 2
batbs family room, sunporc&,
pier, fish, 1IWi.n. _,000. 68715~llr'/ld23

1~.

~8f~W&or8~5917.

3-BDR. UNFURNISHED HOUSE,

2-BDRM, TOWN HOUSE style.

Montgom'!ry Wards. $300 or best
I ofrer.I-997-5987.
Call after 5.

or S3tI1575 _daya.
81832Ad22
NICE REMODELED HOME. Full
haRmeDt OD ODe acre In ADDa.

1971 SCAMP, BODY rouP. alwaya

fa

====-

ALTO PASS,
LOVELY 3
bedroom, frame home, ~~ce,

=.T~~~Z;;:::

~~~~~u~1~f:~ a'r4m:

~~,a~~7JF mooth'J:-~

I-

I " YALA45''''12.
INSURANCE
Pb~ I~;;;:;:;;:==::-==..
~::\t~rn Lnr~:~~. s~~:da\:'

549-2094.

'1976 DATSUN, 280-Z. See to ap-

~

~~~~~7~, ~'1~~ m=rkr;

I

radio, silo

or best offer.

549-0531

ii 987-2468
FIREWOOD OAK " Hickory.
or 1-987-2&40, after~.

B2199Bb28

HOMEFINDERS WILL HELP you
find a rental! For free service call
529-5252 or 529-3866. Division of
Diederich Real Estate. Bn99Bb35

BEDRO()M~.

3-BEDROOM FURNISHED. 407
:s.~: Across from ne:~Zo

::egl~'?~~r;.~~.antiques~~
'W•• LU.

BE~ROOM

THREE BEDROOM FURNISHED
or unfurnished. Close to SIU. $420.
529-1539.
B2244Bb30

•• SPIDER WEB. " BUY and sell ONE BEDRuOM FURNISHED
Apt. 504 S. RawliDgs. Available

I

:::"'I'ea!~~ali~ihu~J.~~

457-2616 or 457-5260.

Hou...

FOR RENT
FURNISHED 1-2

S49-:NS4

MAKANDA TWO
bouse, $200, 6SH274.

·AiMirtment.

:~=~ocr2~ ~~~i~~

I

2544lAn40

rrt.~' ~~:~~~t con(fiti~

2LI!Jrai2

1973 VEGA STATION Wagon. 2
flew tires, new exhaust sbstem,

110S. Un'-nlty
657-7M1

FENDER BAS..<;MANIO. 70 Watts
RMS. Two ser.erate ch. four 10"

I

i

G .... WIll~ ..... t ...

~::Ss~l:: ~~~:sc~c~~

At NORTH
HWY51
CARBONDALE

I

C-l0~

room api. 3 blocks from Compus. Ne
pels.

2545AII22

FLAMENCO GUITAR LESSONS!
Experienced ~ormer teaches all

1980 SUZUKI GS450E
sp'ort
THE NEARLY NEW, A co:)ton, standard ; fairing, cover, lock and chalD,
: helmets. $895. 549-7600. 2553AC26
i ~r:;!::rl~~~t;:~ro\tf~~
~~~~~~af~i~~:
i and household items. Therefore we
1979 BMW-650, rabid Transit, i have for sale excellent used
Kruasers-tank
cover, '2800
O. 8. O. 457-2072.
2S58Ac25
~~i~?~wFmsJ~h~~~~rfrer'
I:;ndale. Across rrom Credit
under N. A. D. A. book. 549-3106. I'
Po~~::.onday tbru =U~
, 69 CREVY

Woodruff Services

Now I"ldng Fall and Spring canlrocl,
for efficiencies. 1 bedroom one! 2 bed·

~~~lt.vro:~e..~~=-

DOUG

I o.b.o.
~!~~ l~t':lr!~~e C~;:ir:~: ~~;~
457·5435.
2550Ac25

!

~nn~~~~.~1 ~~~ ~~~~~4~~~'!~~2.1EE~~~~

baths
$11.900

2498Ac24

imoge. Light..!. off-ol...1 parking.
separale lockable ltarage. cobl.
TV. Locat..! behind Corbondale
Clinic. S350/ma. Now showing.

2082An25

$3995.00

1978 HONDA 750. Black, luggage

2398Aa25

"""rI.

12 X 602·ldrm_. avail.

YAMAHA. CARBONDALE. 1978
400cc two cylinder. Very low
mileage. Excellent condition with
saddle bags and helmet. $800. 549-

I'erlecf for matu .. profeuional.

800+ .... fI, In a 2 t..dr""",
_ . /Ilk. aorpeoNd. patIO'" balcony

REHEARSAL STUDIOS FOR
rent, discount mUSical sales. 715 S.

WURLITZER 64-KEY ELECTRIC
s:,ano. good conditionu/.reat for

,

CARBONDALE

2543Ai25

~rR~:!1s "SS;r,::, ~~rudiOS,

=~et~~¥~~, JseraAd !

r::,,~Athe6:St 'ri~ inE~;~lt~

453-~.

12 X 50 2·ldrm .. tied down,
underpinned, ... on IfIGclous
lot

14 X . . 1983 3-Idrm., 1 'h

1983 YAMAHA RXso Midnm!t

PARK TOWN APTS

Mu.lcal

immecl.

:i9~

11.S. . . .fI...
"'·2614 657-7MI

RALEIGH GRAND PRIX. 25"
frame. Some extras. New in JlDle.

$m5_oo

MUSTANG. 1980. Four speed four
cylinder. Extra shaiJI. 1.ow

"Y.....1•
(2 blk •. fr ..... Campuel

2483Ab23

$365 invested, sell for $240 {fIrm>.

FOR SALE

~¥:a!'~er~_. best

pels. loundry focWII .. .

Bicycle.

to
255IAe25

I

-

Now Renllng for Fall 0.-..1 Spring.
Efficiende. ond r bedroom opts. No

~~~~:~ a::8E~::~I-:h~a:l9. pair.

::::~~axer2 :::~:J!rpi:~

1977 SUZUKI, GS750, excellent
condition. Must see to appn!Ciate.
'1000, 529-5033.
2484Ac23

G,aham

PARAKEETS,
MARION.
GREEN 18.00. Green breeder.

=~t,:!,y~~s:~ent

FOR SALE

4141.W.1I

Pef8& SUPPU••

4990.
24nAe23
________
2526_Aa_22_: 1973 SUNSHINE, 2 bedroom
. 12lISS. 549-1422 or 529-3920.
Motorcycle.
B2355Ac23
MUST SEL.~ 750 Honda Motor
LJJCE NEW, 143170,3 bedroom, 1'2
baLlI,
partly
fumis,hed,
central!lir,
~~krr:;;.I~~.I~rfU"ll1~~I:!~ I
S087, a.m. or 457-7736 after~C22
and anchored, '14,000 possible

Automobll. .

••ypt'.n AnN Apt.
2·bedrooml. carpel..!. furnish..!
c,""Iral a/c. water & _ h pick-up
Wolk 10 campus. Available .um....r
ond fall. Call 451·3321

AII_'oT.V.

TV, roof antenna. car-

~~nf.' m~s~~~ =or t:LIa:~~

_

STATE

Deor Customer:
Someone you know knows
me and hoI leorned thol T. V.
and Stereo Repairs need not
be expensive nor time-con·
suming. Free Estimates
Same-Day-Service. a ...d HiSh
Tech Knowledge permit me
10 moke repairs for less. like
thot someone. Coli s..9·5936
And save.

I

pe!":.e::a. ;..M:;.

SOLID

All cassette dec~~ $75. Call Lee,
after 5pm. 549-44:l11.
2567Ag25

I with

2495Aa25

2560Ag25

Stereo w-speakers. $75. JVC KD-

'10X50. NEWLY REMODELED
la.fge bay window, undP t]linnea. tied dOwn. new furnace
1976 FORn LTD, call 457-5057.
"nil water h~ter, storage shed,
_________
2503Aa25_
118rtially shaded lot, part;'IlIy
1967 VW BUG. Needs work. S500 or • fl'mished, $.3000. 684-2704. 2231Ae24
bestoffer,caIl457-6657,ev~~ 1$1500, WOODSTOVE, AIR, new
I ~'Mn~n town court, 10l1~3~~
lr.1 T-BtRD CLASSIC. PS, PB,
Air Tilt ",heeli,AM-FM radio, new , 1973 HOMETTE, 2-BR., 12x65

w~e':"ra~tie 0.r-7 ftlliS per

~~

4983.

I

~s mileage. Exeellent conaition.

-three or Foar O.y-' ft ••• per

COUNTRY PARK MANOA
EFF-SI35
I.Bed. SI60
9 & 12 month contracts.
30 day controcts 0150
ovoiloble.
All wjth Private Balh.
A/C. and Kitchen Foe.
N_ly Remodeled
Slightly higher.
NO Deposit with
Approved Credjt.
Call 529-1741
IICUlm PATIIOLUD

excellent condition, Musrsell. 529-

I

..Cln.med lafona.lloa RatH
•• 15 Wonl MiDi......

ni.sbed. Call 549-2265.

2575Ba25

:::!r~::~l'ober °reLoc~r~:l

2:r

~i~J.,r

SPACIOUS,

s . (wes~~~~~

CLEAN AND rea:

f:.~JiJ:I~.~~d

r:~~'I~~:~~
f?Bfo~:iy .8~iw~-S:>=i

=.r

designed for optimum CODvenience. Stove refriferator,

~~~~ashera~~~

THREE & FOUR
BEDROOM
$390
529·1539
Now . .nU. . For F.II

...... a...toc.npu.
................. : 212 Ho.pItal Dr •. 809
W. College. 30G S. forest. 405 S.
........... 405W. Cherty
3-.............. : 401 W. Cherry. S11 S.

2 - = 406 Cherry C....rt

If you . . .·t llIe. tt-.
mil........ .......
sal_
S2t4IM

FULLY FURNISHED HOT;SE,

Apartments
Mobile Homes
Furnished & Air Condo
No Pets

Rent negotiable. 549-0889, ask for
Pam.
2569Bb28

Mobil. Hom••
~onat~~IR~M2 t~I~~d
Umversit~ ~al\, 6 blocks from

~~~.

0

.

,"'ALL, CLOSE TO campus, extra
nice, 2-bedroom, furnished,
private setting. 549-04808. Z240Be29

~ve~;rrin~~:~~i~#d :~~~l'y
particIP':ti~ in community
~a~~to~JC::\~~ 'i:fa~

: G04 E. cohege, carbondale, IL

62!IOI.

_:-u~~eall~3!f85~'

ween &-12.

PAINTING

INTERIOR

EX-

REBUILT

STARTERS

AND

B2544C30

TWO AND THREE bedroom
mobile homes. Furnished and airconditioned. Reasonable. Glisson
Court, 616 E. Park.
2304Bc22
NICE TWO AND three bedroom
mobile homes. Lease required. No
pets. 549-5596 after 5 p.m
02297Bc33

ROOMMATE NEEDED
ur~enUY! Garden Park A~ts.,

~;ti:~: f:~;;. electri~~b

:ett!!,~wg~~Ia: ~~hab!:Yl02

7pm. $l42,~monthly.

~~EID!~~~r~~.t hC:-nl:::i

=~~~~~

~=~s~~~ ~=!h'B=d~-

- Affirmativ~~

<ff~f24: ?~:~e'J~ ~:~cCrc'!3

=

=-com~in1~ccoo~ ~e\v ent.
$lo~:ovln: ~;nses. 457~:A I

2542B125
' Including name 01 one ~ who
I can be contacted fora reference, to
SHADY LOTS, r&ets' p~.Earl Parr by sePtem~

B2469B125!

or457-6167.

!
~~d-~~!tt~~= ~'1!r,
ex~rience:

No

:
positions. M'.lSt be 18 years of qe i

or older. A&E:r in ~n. Monda. '
~~~isA~~Ue.Gabll~ :

2 BEDROOM TRAILER
GOOD CONDITION
529·!S39

BARTENDER,

... ...

WAITRESS,

r

~OSa;~:!fhtr:C;:=~'a:tlc:~ i

Square, Murphysboro.
EXCELLENT

2415C23

I

EARNINGS.

~~~~~v~~!T529-~~b!:

~

...... a...AU.

,
2464C22 :

1-985-3417.

PER...~NAL CARE ATl'ENDANT :

Makanda
wanted
by .
quadriplegic (or weekdal's. 45L
4779 before B p.m.
B2487wa

MALIIU VILLAGE
MOilLE HOME PARK
SOUTH & EAST
HWY 51 S. 1000 E.
PARK ST.
CALL 529-4301

FEMALE DANCERS AT Chalet in
"{ur~h)"sboro, S5.00. ~er h~ur ..
~~~ person, for ID ~~~ ,
SMOKERS WANTED.
i

IF yOUi

~~:.a~~f=':~:be~W:r
i
cigarette and are interested In .
participa~

in a market researeb :

~u:~{te!?ca1txl~Ge.f°lslJg: !

~-------------------MARKET
RESEARCH
IN-I
TERVIEWERS.
Marketinll
I

~~~:~:rngr ~:::r~1:ers;:~ I:
pleuant diy placing products for a i
, market research COI1lp.1!ny. I
Flexible day, ~ning hours. ~
train. 1-985-2666.
251 -=-=-1

i

.-r:s1

:f:e~rn.~.:t:t~YIi25~~:

Carbonaale. Strictlr legitimate

~e;t:La~~: 1r~~

FLORAL DESIGNER. MUST hav
previous experience in Rower
Shop. Able to wort momings and
some aftel'DOOllll. AptJIy ill person
only. Wisely Flonst, 317~
NN.
Dliriois, carbOnd,le.
B2510C

OPERATION

CAR-:

\~

WANTED
BROKEN
AIRCONDITIONERS or running. We
pickup. Call S29-5290 for cash
today.
1897F3l

COSHAPEY,
I

Z ".. ttlll,,', ,., ,-"

WANTED TO BUY or • , rent":
photo(s) of Sal Mineo. Call 587319S.
2533F24
MEN, WOMEN STUDENTS to i
take Orders for WIDB Gift Book. I lOST
Day and night shifts. Salarv plus I
bonus, .phone 529-5121 or AppJ.y .
King's lim, Room 4.
2S8OC31 !

",,,

I.M O$CAR

SERVICE!i OFfERED
DAVIS
CONSTRUCTION-,
ANYTHING from a hole in your
roof to a Whole new house. InsUred,
references, free estimate!'. '057- I
8438.
09Ii5E3B
UPDATE YOUR WARDROBE. I
Exper:t tailoring and alterations,

:~l!le~: j:t°i:!~~8~ ~~~~

pant leg!! and lapels, replace
hems, etc. The Alteration

:

z~,

~:faI:'''~~IIl34~' Main'I~~~:
STOR-N-LOK

MINI

t~~::'sJo;t!ag~c:!~~

many sizes available, low monthly
rates, For more infocaU, 529-1133.
Bl953E23
TERM PAPERS,
THESES"
Dissertations, resumE's, report
projects. etc., (IBM electronic .
eqwpmmtl. Call54Nl26. 1978E22 !
THE itANDYMAN- PAINTING,'
glazing, plumbing, electrical'll
ca~:~An jgg!il!.!f.ge ::ra:~~:
~lity work. Reasonable ra:es.
457-'1026.
2109E26

REWARD: KEYS LOST in picnic
area south of Brush Towel'!i (Next
rl Highway 51). $20. 529-409025s9G26 :
LOST DOG-FEMALE tri-color
collie-mix. ~lacIr., brown, .. white.
Giant City Road. 457-792:1. 2562G23

ENTEIH AINMENT

'

HORSEBACK RIDING' TRAILS!
Lessons! Overnight rides! Pony
for children's parties! Hoofbeats457-43'70.
2022133

IT. TIMI •••

HAYRIDE PARTIES, SCENIC
hayride and bonfire fun for all

~::'oofbeats, 457-4370, ~~

CATCH THE BAGEL Bonanza,
nH0adlw~"s.PSteninflthine ~~~~ad.t·an
.. a,~
-J
rolf:
........

u.... .

:~::~if: =&ysh:a~ ~~~

S.

2221129

ANNOUNCEMENTS
DR. WHO HAS landed in thE'
carbondale area. Official ili'. Who

~:!e L1.ND:~t:!~~, o:t:!~'1 :fr~~ :t!~ ca:::ro::~:
=Id·~!!n. ~~e2073'.hauling , 2lliabt S. T. A. R. Inc. Rr. 2, BOll 111.
... - -... - II4E28 MulbeTry Grove, n 62262. Z446J22
KARIN'S. NOW OPENS at IlftP

~w.:

betwrJ;cI;::e Gra~~a:s~

ell
~~~t~:nEnlllishCY b.:f
breeches and~ackets. F'""ree pickup
and delivery. hone 549-46602:isBE30
AI'

ized

TYPING - RUSH JOBS and
regular. Cassette tapes transcribed. Term~pers, thesesdissertations, bOot mal1llSCripts,

~a:aon~ ~~ ~l::l ~~it:~1:v'r~~~~'
2527C29

0lIl3.

SMILETODA~

:'~:~~':S~~fl~our,~~ ~

I

GO-GO DANCERS AND Bar- i
maids, Immf'Jdiate opeajngB at the i

EARN $SIlO OR more each school
year. Flexible hours. MonthlYI
payment for plaCi:l, poste~I~1Ij

HWY 51 NOftTH
549-3000

FOOD

~\

ZlMMU OIAIITIR & TOUIIS
CALL 9.5-6935

DANCERS: GOOD TIPS, good
pay, The Inferno, Wilsonville, 1497-8142.
2568C27

WAITRESSES,

b:~~:~~~~ O:n~ob .!~~I:~~~!:~

$130

[ .....~,; ....... j

a~~Ee.if~~~~,;~

purchased up ~o three weeks in
advance. tiCKet sales outlet at 715
S. University Ave. on • , The
Island", open Mon. thru Thun.,
10:30 am - 12:30~ and 3 &m - 6
r:::l~day 10: am - ii2~

FOR GROUPS &ORGANIZATIONS

HElP WANTED
BARTENDERS,
part-time.

Slnglellates
A",.ilobie

in

~9.~~ It:Dd1:1u~~4~l:~R~~I~

CHARTER BUS AVAILABLE
.46 PASSENGER

ask for Mary Jo.

CABOIiIDAU. Southem Hoepltallty
atWoadruff .............t. CoII.&57.
3321 far y.lUr cfIoiCII of 3 "-*-n,
air condltl"'*' mobile ' - ' at
Sautt.m or Mal..... ........ 1215-$3101
Mo...........................

Only2mlfft

Chicaft0land. DeP!1rts Fridll~ 2
~., etumsSWldays. Only
.75

Call: A·l MoIIII. Home
Senlce Mt-M.l

Moilil. Ho.... Lot.

LARGE

2144P51

~~i~:e~er!indJ!~b5~b.:;u:!u::,s

A-1 ~ HOMIIIJIVlCI
Tune up your
gos Or electric furnace for
winter. All model fumoc.. In
Corbondole area $25,00,
Also
Cool Sealing Special on all
siD single wide. $100 installed

:~:a~~al~~~-l2ai;dor~~i~~i~~~: ~~ :::td °tfe ~a!~:~!.

1981 ONE AND Two bedroom
nicely furnished, energy savinIcampus. Sorry, no~i~

Nor1h at Compua.

RIDERS WANTEO

RIDE' • THE STUDENT Transit"

of Medicine is an Equal Op-

-----------J ~!~:oo ~~3' w~m~~enC:~

.$1 ..5-$360

a,""~ •

~~::~n~tr~ia~po\r:·Wi ..8.~:

~~~,S\~2ff.~_~~dS/h~:i

WIDE TWO-BEDROOM;
furnished; South Hwy. 51,
~ to campus in Roxa~~BS::;

12'

~iet;

• Laundromat
• eASLEVISION
el or2 baths
e 2 or 3 bedrooms

........ o f _

457-4144.

213
o~ologicallalioratory work is
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX.
desirable. Specific experience in
Stove, refrigeT'ltor, fully carpetP.d, bistolosr, electron microsc~pYI

NICE TWO BEDROOM on W.

,_donated..,

~~~~a~m:sthe s~,!b!~i\iIin~~~

Dupl....
RESEARCHER: 2 POSITIONS
2 - B DR.
UN FUR N ISH ED' available immediately, Anatomy
DUPLEX. New carpet and ~t,
Unit, School of Medicine-

NO DEPOSIT. TWO bedroom,
furmshed, AC, gas heat, new
drapes, storm winaows, "2 mile
from campus. Real clean, 54904177.
2396Bd5

Auction .......
.t11:. ....

as a physical therapist at time of
licensure within the flI"St 6 months
of employ-ment. Note: This
position WIll be associated with
motion anal,SiS and surgery clinic

rr:;~g:!~,

&ee

CARBONDALE TO ST, Louis
$18.25; Carbondale to Sp~teld,
IL $18.10; Carbondale to Chicago
$3l.70;
Carbondale
to

to: ~\.i - School of ~edictne
Personnel Department '311 N.

2460Be22

ROOMMATE WANTED VERY
clean 2-Bdr. Duplex, 1"2 mile S.
5l. $130.00 montli plus "2 utilities.
457-7740.
2576Be3t

...A_
.......
1_--..

=~1~ ~::~1~' B~~

~~ed ~~ :ioot~~~ ~. T/~ry

~g~l~te~1i !u:~~s~5~42~ka1t!~

air, carpet. FuJIy furnished,
skirted and close :'1 school at
Malibu Village or Southern Mobile
Homes, Phone 457-5321. $240monthly.
2328Bc28

;

PHYSICAL THERAPIST 1.
pepartment of Surgery. Minimum
beginning
salaH'
$1672.00.

MALE

latunhy
Sept......r24

. ~~t.i[hn:r~rsillt-:~:.st lric:.s ~n

~~r..J: References. 549-~

Roommat. .

Sponsored by

.Ca.......I.a..m...
otCommerce

t
~\\W~AI~~~~~~~1

:r~;it~'j.!~:IP~~~seE~r!~'~

P:£'MJ:.

& Auction

~i~!.-fn~ATIO::d

with ACT on me. Must be available

GOVERNESS: • YR. Old female,
NEW SIGMA PHI Epsilon
Fraternity House- 4 extra rooms
for ind~ts. Stt5-month. Ask

Yard lal.

a1teratinos. Best'prices. 1182 East
Walnut <behind Unive~ Mall),
~~-6pm, Monday-5a
~~i

~~&Jt=,eai'!f ~II:

$l75-month. Available Now! Also
taking faU (9 month) contracts.
Phone 549-6612, 549-3002 after 5
B2245Bc30
p.m.

FREE BUS
TOSIU

~'l>kW~G

B254eC25

:l=~:'?r.e ~::..e~ :~~~

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Completely furnished, ideal for

UthAnnual

~E~

TYPING - THE OFFICE. 409
West Main Street. 549-3512. 2431E36
NEED A PAPER typed? IBM
Selectric. Fast .. accurate,
reasonabl.. rates. Guaranteed no
errors.~~~.
2455En

~ru:;::;te 9_:3~ir:~'CcJ~~~

Room.

~~e! O!l~~f ~f~~~:trJ~l~
!!~~'t:-:a~~tr~~!J~Ufna~~WJ

ORCOMI.Y
1:30·5:00 M.t:
fIIIlas START AT .165

~~~~7g~::-~lri~~~=:

for appointment of information.

.

staff of

to supervisory and treatment

NEAR CAMPUS FOR Men and
Women. Utilities included. Sbown
by appointment.. Phone, SG-2831.
Z2441Bd29

TWO BEDROOM TRAILER.
~1l.-:' H , no pets. Lease~~

supervisi~

AUCTIONS & SALES

teed. Lacquer $250. side moldings,

~~~3~r~:i~:: l~%e~:

Duties include:

• 57.4422

pets. Sl85 ~1~~

~~~r:':l~~ ~~fA~:~~.

'PROGRAM COORDINATOR'S
POSITION. Must be able to
manage, direct, plan and coordinate an outpatient mentalilealth

ROY AL RENTALS

}~~~te~_:;~~~'fro~erc:;~~

2351E33

ECKANKAR PRESENTS FREE

~ubliC lecture series. Sundays,

rif:ki~~~ aW'0:~t.o~5thsiu1je'::i

Center.

:

2489J26

_111IHmt1llOH1'
F.........-, ...H. .
• coMidefttial DQ/,tance

M9-27M

Monday and friday 12Naon--4pm
Tuesday 12Noon-3pm
and
'lam- 12Naon

toplacea

D.I. CLASSI.IID
~n

United Way campaign goal set;
efforts to start Wednesday
By Dave Saelens
Starr Writer

It started in July when 30
United Way board members
riled into a small room at 6 p.m.
and argued until midnight about
which local charities were the
neediest.
Twenty-one
local
organizations and facilities will
benefit from that argument
when the 1983 United Way
Fundraiser "kicks-off" Wednesday morning.
United Way
Campaign
Coo.-dinator for SIU-C Marvin
H. Davis said there will be over
500 volunteers throughout the
area this year trying to reach
the goal set at $122,000 - a 6.1
percent increase from last
year's goal of $115,000.
Davis said 75 to 110 people,
including Chairman of the
Carbondale
United
Way
Campaign Richard White, SIUC President Albert Somit and
Carbondale Mayor Helen
Westburg, will attend the
"Kickoff Breakfast" Wednesday at 7 a.m. where division
coordinators will announce the
amount of donations they have
received prior to the kickoff.
One of the major activities at
the breakfast, Davis said, will
be the announcement of the
donations to the "Pacesetter
Campaign' '- the collection of
advance contributions of $100 or
more.
Davis said each year the
Pacesetter's goal is to contribute one-third of the United
Way's goal by the morning of
the official kickoff. She said
they did it last year and expect
to do it again this year.
Some of the organizations
slated to benefit from this
year's fundraiser inci'lde the
American Red Cross. Egyptian
Association for the Mentally
Retarted, Synergy, Humane
Society, Carbondale Community Education. and the New
Horizon Living Center.
Davis, who is in her fifth year
as SIU-C campaign coordinator,
said of the roughly 25 agencies
which applied for funding, onJy
a few did not nJeet funding
criteria.
"We made sure they deserved
the funding before we accepted
them," she said.
The method they used to
determine which organizations

were worthy was to visit each

~:;hn~:at~o~emm~~hat,or:~
population the agency serves,
their
intervention
and
prevention services and if they
have a good feeling for the
community in general.
Davis said these visits were
also one of the ways used to
determine the amount of funding allocated
to each
organization.
This year's allocation of
money ranges from $18,000 for
the Senior Citizens Program
and $8,500-$12,500 each for the
Youth
Services
YMCA,
Program and the Women's
Center, down to $250-$1,250 each
for agencies such as the
Ministry of Criminal Justi~,
USO, and Special Athletes.
Davis said when determing
allocation, they looked into
various state funding programs
which match donations made to
specific agencies. The Women's
Center and Senior Citizens
Program are two organizations
which are recipients of such
programs.
Davis said requests from the
agencies themselves were also
used to determine allocation, as
well as determine this year's
goal.
She said board members were
surprised this year when th('
requests from the 21 agencies
totaled $1110.000.
"We knew the community
wouldn't be able to bear that,"
she said. "There was just no
way we could collect $180.000."
M together with their budget
experts, the board members
trimmed that amount down to a
"realistic goal" of $122,000. she
said.
As SIU-C campaign coordinator, Davis' duties are year
round, but a majority of them
are from mid-August to midDecember.
Last week Davis met with 170
unit representatives - one
faculty or I' .1iversity person
from each division in each
college - to train them on their
duties in the fudnra:"'~r, such as
how to solicit and what to do
with the money they collect.
Davis said last year's fundraiser collected more than its
goal, and she hopes the fundraiser this year will be just as
successful.

Book deals with Vietnam coup,
Kennedy Administration acts
NEW YORK
(AP)
President John F. Kennedy
changed his mind at the last
moment about a coup against
South Vietnam's President Ngo
Dinh Diem, and wanted Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge to
urge cancellation or postponement of the plot, according
to Esquire magazine.
Kennedy "began to get lastminutp jitters" in the days

before the coup that overthrew
Diem on Nov. I. 1963. and the
State Department told Lodge to
get the g~nerals to back off.
says an excerpt from Stanley
Karnow's ne.. book "The Other
War," published in Esquire's
October issue.
However, "Lodge never
conveyed that order" to the
Vietnamese generals, the book
says.

Landlord-tenant committee to report
A special city committee will
make recommendations
Tuesday on how to deal with
landlord-tenant issues in
Carbondale.
John Stone, chairman of the
Landlord-Tenant Core Comm:ttee, said his group will
present its formal written
recommendations to the Citizen
Core Committee at il<; meeting
Tuesda) Dl~t. The recommendations "carry with them
the blessings of the Carbondale
Chamber of Commerce and the
Carbondale
Real
Estate
Association," he said.
The recommendations
identify
landlord-tenant
problems and make recom-

menclations for solutions, Stone
said. After his committee
presents the recommendations,
"they will be in the hands of
CAC to implement or not implement them," he said.
[he landlord-tenant committee began meeting in June to
address
"the
continuing
deterioration of the city's
housing stock which is affecting
the living standards and
economic base unfavorably,"
Slone said earlier.
Stone represents the ,-arbondale
Real
Estate
Association and the real estate
division of the Chamber of
Commerce,

Pale 22, Daily Ea,vptiaD, September . , I'"

Recreation chairman retires,
says he enjoyed job at SIU-C
By Dave Saelens
Stan Writer

After 35 years of teaching and
coaching at SIU-C, Bill O'Brien
has traded in his sneakers for a
typewriter.
O'Brien, who has been
chairman of the Recreation
Department since 1970, retired
Sept. 1 saying he enjoyed his
years at SIU-C due to his experiences
working
with
students and plans to catch up
on his correspondence with
former students.
"I think 1 can easily say I
enjoypd working at SIU completely due to the relationship
with students," he said.
O'Brien joined the SIU-C staff
in 1948 as a faculty assi3tant in
the Department of Physical
Education for Men. He coached
basketball and baseball Ulose
first three years and later in
1952 he became head football
coach for three years.
One of O'Brien's biggest
claims to fame are his 17 years
as a field judge for the NFL
which included the 1976 Super
Bowl between the Pittsburgh
Steelers and Dallas Cowboys.
O'Brien said during his years
as an official, he was fortunate
enough to officiate two double
overtime playoff games including the San Diego-Miami
playoff two seasons ago with a
final score of 41-38.
He said he was lucky to of·

ficiate those games since most
officials rarely referee even one
double overtime game.
Also as an NFL official.
0' Brien wrote the code of ethics
for offiCiating for the NFL
Referrees Association. As
writer of the code, O'Brien said
"A referee, if he's really a pro,
and I don't necessarily mean an
NFL one, is disciplined.
Knowing a home coach or

athletic director doesn't mal<e
any difference."
O'Brien retired from the U.S.
Marine Corps Reserve as a
Colonol in 1942 with 40 years
active and reserve service,
including Asiatic-Pacific
Theater operations during
World War II.
An ironic incident which
occurred during O'Brien's
years of teaching at SIU-C was
when he received $1,000 as part
of the "Grellt Teacher Award"
in 1977. O'Bried had prt~viously
publicly oposed the granting of
cash bonuses to coaches.
He showed his generosity by
donating the money to various
educational and rehabilitation
programs such as the Easter
Seal Society and the SIU
Foundation.
O'Brien believes it's difficult
to say he's actually retired
since he still visits the
recreation department every
day, and is still working with
some graduate students.
He said in addition to his
correspond('nce. he plans to do
volunteer work for the
university.

Free motorcycle classes to be offered
Free motorcycle riding
courses will be offered by the
Safety Ceder beginning Oct. 10.
Motor-:ycles. helmuts and
insurance will be provided free.

Minimum age for enrollment is
16.
For registration information. interested persons
may call the Office of Continuing Education.

NOW AVAILABLE
EVERGREEN TERRACE
2 Bedroom Apartments$248 per month
(including utilities)
STOVE AND REFRIGERATOR FURNISHED

Must be enrolled as full-time
student. Other eligibility requirements available at:
FAMILY HOUSING OFFICE
WASHINGTON SQUARE liB"
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

453·2301

ENROLL IN AMERICA'
LARGEST MANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAM.

R..'commg an officer m
[ooay's Army - whICh also
includes the Army Reserve
and Army Nat1(lnal
Guard - requiTt'S gemn~ the
right kind of management
and l{'adershlP rratnin~
\\'hat's the ht'St wav Il'

Staff Photo by David McChesnev
Kevin Valentine, USO Minority Affain Commission coord_lor

gt." It)

Minority Affairs Commission
has several projects in works
By Bruce Kirkham
Stan Writer
If enthusiasm is an indicator
of success, the Minority Affairs
Commission of the Undergraduate Student
Organization may have a
fruitful year.
Kevin Valentine, coordinator
of the commission, has no
shortage of enthusiasm. "This
year, the Minority Affairs
Commission will be one of the
most active parts of the USO,"
he said.
The Minority Affairs Commission has been working with
the needs of minority students
at STU·C since 1968. Valentine
said the commission deals
mainly with international,
black
and
handicapped
students, but emphc:.3ized the
services of the s:ommission are
available to any group or individual who qualifies as a
member of any minority group.
The commission has working
relationships with the Internationa)
Student
Organization, Ule Black Affairs
Council and Specializeu Student
Services,
the
primary
representatives of these constituencies, according to
Valentine.
In add'tion to the ongoing
representation of minority
students, the commission has
several projects in the works for
the upcoming year, said
Valentine.
One of the biggest prohlpms
concerning minority "mdents at
SIU-C • according to Valentine,
is retention in school. He said
many minority students spend
only one year at STU-C. and then
drop out.
"We hope to find out if it is
because of the cultural change,
tht' teachers, or the students
themselves," he said, "We want
to find out the reasons why this
is and formulate a program to
correct these problems."
The commission is also
planning to study what can be
done to attract more minority
students to enroll at SIU-C,
according to Valentine.
To study these problem.. ,
Valentine said the commission
is working on putting together a
survey for minority students to
determine where any problems
might lie,
The results of this survey
"will tell us where our areas of
concentration should be,"
Valentine said. "We want to
propose solutions. and get them
into the hands of the proper
people."
Valentine said the com·
mission has been in contact with
Pat Eckert. coordinator of
Student Health Programs.
concerning an alcohol and drug
•• buse awareness program for
minority students.
"This is a problem not uS'lally
associated with minority
students, but we feel it deserves
to be checked out," he said. He
added that this could have an
impact on the problem of
minoritv student retention.
The 'commission is also
planning to institute some social
activities geared toward
minoritv students this year.
according to Valentine.

By

,'nr(lll:n~ in

Amen,a's Iargt'~1 man.lge'
mt'nl tr.lmm~ program·
Army RI.1TC
In thl' Army RlJ I L
4-Vt.'T pTO~>Tam. you'))
",quirt' d.sciplinf' of mmd
and 'piTit. and the ahiltl','
tn p<'rtOTm under preSSUT{'.
We (all it leamm~ what
iT lakt·~ [0 kaJ
Irl1 payoff. T,n FiN.
Jurin~ yOUT las! tW(l vears of
cnll<,I.'('. whl'n you'll ,tart
n'«'i"ing up to $l.lXXl a year
AnJ. most of all. on
gmJuaTion Jav. when vou

Valentine is also seeking to
communicate with thp minority
affairs programs at othpr
colleges and universities in
IUinois.
"We have contacted every
university in Illinois to solicit
any social, political and cultural
programs as related to minority
affairs," he said.
.. As a leading higher
education institution in this
state, we should be a leader in
strong
minority
affairs.
programs," he said.
Valentine is also trying to
organize the Illinois Association
of Black Students. The only
other state with such a program
at this time is Florida, he said.
In order to gain national
support of the organization,
Valentine said he hopes to meet
with Greg Moore, national
president of the United. States
Student Accociation, during his
upcoming trip to Illinois.
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For More
Information

Call
Paul Raffaeli
at
453-5786

GEOLOGISTS
AMOCO•••.
WHERE INNOVATION
AND CHA
E MEET.
Year after year Amoco Production
Company (USA) en;oys top-ranking
among domestic companies. We're
uniquely in touch with demands of the
oil and gas industry and we try
vigorously to attract experts in the
field who will contribute to our
productive operation. As a subsidiary
of Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
we can boast of holding more
undeveloped acreage than any other
competitor. as one of the leaders
having drilled more net wells since
1977 and remaining as one of the
leaders in the number of seismiC
crews active in the U.S.
.

SETnNG
INDUSTRY
STANDARDS

Our geologists participate in a hands
on approach to the conception,
development and implementation of

exploration programs. They must be
able to integrate creative thinking.
research and written/oral presentation
/'"
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MAKING
RESPONSIBLE
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into their duties on a regular basis
Currently. we are looking for summer
geologists to tackle high visibility
poSitions with a variety of challenges.
You must be working on a Masters or
PHD. Join us in dynamic Houston
where our geological faCilities have set
industry standards and be a part of a
team of professionals who strive for
excellence,
Please check with your department or
Placement Office for specific
information.
P.O. Box 3092. Houston. Texas 77253
Amoco Production. Company

Interview Date:
October 4 & 5
Ii'

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Butler, CoBins anchnr strong defense
By Jw Paschen
Staff Wriu-r

t.is season total to 'n. BuUer's
68-yard interception rpturn for
six points with ninc minutes
remaining in the first quarter
put SIU-C into a 14~ lead they
never let up on.
"I was just happy to have
ca'Jght the ball," Butler said of
his touchdown.
Butler, a walk-<>n in 1979,
never lets up. Head Coach Rey
Dempsey will tell you that.
"He has helped make this a
stronger team," Dempsey said
after the game. "He's solid. He
hIts you hard, blasts in on the
blitz and covers the pass well.
Peopi€ have respect When they
ask about him."
Like many of the players
under Dempsey, Butler thanks
th(' Lord for his talents.
.. I've been playing football all
my life," Butler said. It's not
really hard. It's more instinct.
The coache!; ieil you what to

Swifter than a speeding
"Seville." More upsettmg than
a shocking "Stick-lip." More
effective than a pair of F-I6s.
It's Supermen!
Welc"me to a story about two
of the coolest guys in town. No,
we're not talking about Starsky
and Hutch. They're just fictional teases. These other guys
are for real.
It's time to get to know Salu.!d
linebackers Granville "SevIlle"
Butler and Fabray "Stick-up"
COUin3. They're the guys who
anchor a defense that allowed
just 26 yards rushing and 112
yards passing ,n Saturday afternoon's 56-7 slaughter by SIUC of Southeast Missouri State.
Teammates and friends call
Butler "Seville" because he's
slick, cool and quick. just like
the Cadillac. They are forced to
call CoUins "Stick-up" because
of the way he hits JX>Ople:
suddenly, without warning. in
practice and in the game when
it counts.
Against SEMO. it counted.
The Salukis' third win in a row
may vault them into the NCAA
Division l-AA top five rankings
when they're released Tuesday.
U so, give a bunch of the credit
to Seville and Stick-up. But
don't e~t them to take it.
"A maID part of the defense is
the linebackers," said Butler.
"But without a defensive line,
like we have, there can be no
linebackers. U they do their
part. we can do what we want to

do."
"Linebacker is a hard role to
play," Collins said. "You've got
to make a lot of tackles, and
you've got to make the calls."
Defensive line Coach Jim
Taubert signals the defensive
calls from the sidelines to
Collins. He has obviously been
picking them up well. If Sackup gets stuck down. Seville
slides over to cover up.
Butler. a 5-:1. 216-pound

FOOTBALL from
Page 28

Cyclist wins IOO-ntile race

pretty hard during practice and
we take a lot of time to work on
our techniques."
The utfense gained 302 yards
on the ground and 195 yards
thrwgh the air for a seasonhigh total of 4'R yards.
In the flJ'St two games of the
year. the Salntis gained just 117
yards rushing and an offensive
yardage total of 5231ards.
Offensive backs an receivers
Coach Mike WaUace said
defenses were keying for the
run in the first two games.
"The defenses that we'd
played were designed to take
away some of the nm," Wallace
said. "Eastern, willi some of the
stuff they did, told us to pass the
ball."
SIU-C, which fumbled five
times in the SEMO game, has
fumbled 12 times during the
season and to.as lost 11 of them.
That fact was not lost on
WaUace.
"Our lack of confidence starts
going downhill when they start
fumbling the ball," Wallace
said.
The three SajuIU opponents
this season have fumbled only
tbree times, with SIU-C
recovering two of them.
Dempsey said he was happy
with not Just the offense, but
also the special teams' play,
which blocked its third punt of

SIU-C Phoenix cyclist Mike
Jenkins captured first place in
the 10o-mile Will County
Marathon Road Race, the
longest single-day bike race in
the United States.
.':on.ltins rt:!de in the veterans
class for cyclis·:S 35 and over.
He said conditi·.:ms for the race

the

tiranviDe Butler

season.

''The special teams pll'lyed
weU for us," Dempsey said.
''The special teams are very big
with us. We feel they are onethird of our ball team. They can
wiD games for us."
Iii the squad's second ~ame of
the season, a 17-14 WID over
Eastern, the special teams
blocked two punts and a gamesaving, Jast-minute field goal
attempt.
One of the two b;...cke( punts
happened in the endzone and led
directly to a touchdown to tie
the game at 14-14.
The blocked punt against
SEMO was madp by Terry
Taylor, who also blocked the
field goal attempt against
Eastern.
Page 24, Daily Egyptian. September 20, 198'.1

senior from Markham, is used
to picking up where he left off.
At Thornwood High School, he
was an aU-area, all-conference
and special mention all-state
choice. Last year, he led the
Salukis in tackles with 170 and
was named to the aU-MVC first
team by the Associated Press
and to the second team by
United Press International_ His
10 tackles a~ainst SEMO raised

were extremely bad. The course
was laid out aJ'OU11d a com field
and airport, with no wind blocks
at aU and a hill on the only tail
wind.
Also over the weekend the
SIU-C Cycling Club, which is
sponsored by Phoenix cycles,
hosted its third lo-mile time
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This is
no cheap
pizza !
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Oh. sure. we could cut
down on the size. use
artificial cheese. Skimp
on the items and then sell
it two for one. But VIe
just don', believe in doing
bUSiness that way.
For over 20 years. we've
bE>'Jn making the best
pizza we know how. and
weve been deliveriJ'g it
free. in 30 minutes or less.
Call us. tOnight.

r-------~~------------·~
'1_oooft any 16" pizza.
One CO'lpon per piua.
bpi...: 12131/83

Fat. FfM DeIMry
816·E. Walnut
East Gate Plaza
Phone: 457..77.
Open 11.m·3IIm
eII!1r
DfMrs'*"i___
..... S20.00.
LJm_do"-Y

L___________• __________ J
28831/2910
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I~ku{l!ran:d~~\r:;rn~~ , and
Collins are friends off the fie!d.
but when they're on the field.
they are •·on. "
"We knew Fabray could IA~ a
good play;,r," Butler said of h:s
lineltacking partner. "We work
well together."
Collins had eight tackles
against SEMO, including a
couple of awesome hits on the
visiting quarterback that must
have had him star-gazing.
A 6-2, 205-pound senior from
Chicago Robeson High School,
Stick-up was third in tobI
tackles last season behind AUAmerican John Harper and
Seville. CoUins has :<6 total

Fabray Collins
tackles this season. Dempsey
feels ColllDs has the potential to
be a first-team all-conference
selection this season.
"People count on the
linebac:'ers to run the show."
Collins said ar~<'r the game. "If
we do well, we'll win. This is a
playoff team, but we've got til
keep wmning. These guys ha,,~
been in our system for a while
now. Coach Angelo (defensive
coordinator, Carl Angelo) is
great at coaching us on a gapcontrol type defense. We just
keep working."
If Seville and Stick-up k<::-ep
working as they have been. the
Salukis will kf>ey winning as
they have been.

-_
-.-...-_-

trial in Elkville. Lynn Irons of
SIU-C took first place in 22
minutes and 57 seconds, topping
Jenkins' record by a minute and
II seconds.

...

,.. w_ Mel .. c..toonohole

In the category for unlicensed
men, Carl Wu claimed first
place.
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Career Day '83
Tuesday, September 20, 9 A.M.-4 P.M.
Student Center Ballrooms
Talk With The People Who Know About:
• C..-. Trend.

• De.rirrd Training

• Job Opportonitieo

• Appliration Proc.dure5

All Majora Are Welcome to A.~nd!
Ask Your Own QuetltiOIlJl •.•
Just A Walk T'olI"OUIfh Format. , • Inform.lil
CAREER DAY WORKSHOPS
StaIIeDt ee..lft-Miaiaippi Room
8:30-9-.30 ..-Raume
9:30-1ITd_Interviewi"ll SkiJIa

WORKSHOPS REPEATED

2:30--3:3(1 •• -Raum.
3:3G-4:JO--In_winII SkiJIa

MAKIN'J CAREER DAY WORK FOR YOU
Thunday. 9/15 at 1\:00 a.m.
Monday. 9/19 at 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
Woody HaIlB-142

SouUlern Illinois University at Carbondale

~ by Career Planning and Placement Center
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Disc golf growing in popularity Women's rugby team
splits two for weekend

8y Dary! Van Schouwen
Stafr Writer

1£ you like the concept of golf.
blit are tired of watching duck
hooks and divots consistently
fly orr the face of your threeiron. per~ps you should 9Vl'
disc golf a whirl.
Disc golf is one of many
frisbee rports. For the SIU-C
community. the Southern
Thrusters Disc Golf Club
provides an oppurtunity to learn
the sport and compete in disc
golf tournaments.
A nine-hole disc golf course
has been laid out on the east
side of the Recreation Center.
According to John Lewis, acting
president of the club, the holes
are not really holes, but rather
poles with net-like baskets
attached to them.

The SIU-C women's rugby
team had a rollercoaster
weekend, dropping its first
match to Iowa City but surging
. back to dump the University of
Illinois.
According to team member
Maria Erickson. the Iowa
match pitted two evenlymatched teams. .,lU-C controlled the momentum, keeping
Iowa pinned in its side of the
field most of the first hali.
Iowa broke loose and scored
twice. taking a 11' I) lead. The
SlU-C ruggers f.lu~,ht back with
a try by Anita Coleman and a
Maria Erickson field goal
conversion.
After a stron defensive second
half, Iowa walked off with a l~
victory. The Salukis had trouble
controlling loose play, according to Erickson. and the

The holes average about 240
feet in length and are all p3r
fours. The baskets are four feet
high and have a two-foot
diameter. It takes roughly 20
minutes to play nine holes,
Lewis said.

Cyclists finish near top

The game itseIr is very
similar to golf. The object of the
game is to toss a frisbee or disc
mto the pole-hole basket with as
few attempts as possible.
'

Accordlng to LeWIS, the
Southern Thrusters Disc Golf
Club was formed last faU to
introduce the sport to the area
and to make it available to
aspiri~ disc golfers.
"The'Club likes to emphasize
play for beginners," Lewis said.
"We want tl) get new people to
take a look at the game and give
it a try. On the other hand, we'U
be
holding
tournaments
thl"fJ!J.ghout the faU for people
woo want to compete."

serum was stronger but failed
to look for the ball in rucks.
With Iowa controlling the
loose play. it also controlled the
running game.
In the second game, SlU-C
thumped Illinois 12~. Shannon
Maulding started a scoring
streak with a try off a penalty
play in the opening minute.
Coleman contributed two tries
off a pair of 3O-yard runs.
According to Erickson, the
team needs to work on communicating on defense, and in
rucks and mauls. to get ready
for two upcoming home games.
The club will play host to
Kansas City and Murray State
Saturday at the rugby pitch.
behind Abe Martin field. The
Salukis defeated Murray 3(-4
and 45-0 at the Summer 7~
tournament in July.

Staff Pboto by Stephen Kennedy
JeIm Lewis .....

'or. hole

011

tile cUsc golf coarse.

Six SIU-C Phoenix cyclists
placed high in races Sunday at
the Gaslight Festival Criterium
in Jeffersontown, Ky.
In the women's Category IV
2O-mile race, Penny Avgerenos
broke away from the field on the
first lap and she went solo the
entire race for the win. Pearl
Cabrera finished second taking the field sprint with ease.
In the 25-mile men's Category
IV event, Bob Schaefer and
Cyril F nend place sixth and
10th. respedivelv

Laura Miller came in second
in the women's 25-mile
Category II and III race.
The men's 4O-mile Pro I, II
and III
race was won by
professional racer Roger
Young. Lynn Irons finished 10th
in the race for Phoenix.
The races were sanctioned by
the United States Cycling
Federation. The course was a
one-mine loop with four corners
and a slight upgrade leading to
the final stretch.

For beIlinners, the club will
hold conduct clinics Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 4 p.m. to 6
p.m. For competitori!, the club
wiU sponsor tournaments lIII.'th
cash and other prizes.
Lewis said disc golf is a
growing sport, a1, evidenced by
pro disc goIr tournaments
scheduled throughout the year.
There are over 3,000 members
in the professional Disc Golf
Assodation who compete for
purses as high as $10,000. The
Southern Thruste\"S Disc Golf
Club has 47 members.
Anyone interested in attending a clinic or joining the
club should contact Lewis at the
Recreation Cer.ler.

ASSOCIATED

~
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Go home for
3 minutes.
Home. You couldn't wait
to get away. And now
there are times
when you'd give
anything to go
back. So go back.
You're never really
further away than
the closest phone. Whether its a
twingE;' of homesickness, the drUdgery of studying
or a terrific piece of news, call them. You'll
be there in seconds. Because one thing they
never taught you in Math
I~
101 is that the shortest~
distance between
two points is
long distance.

(ijl#l

or 800..642 .. 3451
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TENNIS from Page 28
6-2. Harney scored a 6-4 victory
over Hutchinson in the opening
set, but let her foe orf the hook
as Hutchinson came back in the
second and third sets to win 4-6,
6-4, 6-2.
The Salukis wasted few
chances in the final round. They
dealt Western IIIinojs an 8·1
defeat, the second SIU-C win
over Western this fall.
SIU-C swept the singles ac·
tion, winning in straight sets in
five of the six matches. Auld
said hE:r team played Western
even better than last weekend,
when it handed them a 7-2 loss
at the Indiana State Quad.
"I was pleased with the way
Wf'
finished," she said.

!

"Overall, I .think we playe~
~retty ",ell thIS weekend. I don t
mean to make excuses, but w('
could have been placed in a
better bracket. Facing Indiana
right off the bat was not a good
break. Not finishing in the top
four as we set out to was a
disappointment, though."
Indiana defeated Miami
(Ohio) in the championship
mat('h Sunday. WIsconsin
placed third, and Western
Michigan fourth.
The Salukis return home to
prepare for home matches
Friday and Saturday against
Memphis State, Louisville and
Illinois State.

Tourney ends in tie
By Daryl Van Schouwen
Staff Writer

Staff Pboto by Step ben Kennedy

Doin' th~ hustle

Salaki sophmore letter Usa Cummins scram- to &be aU-tournameat team in &be Salaki
bles after an erJ'IInt pa88. Cummins was named Volleyball InvitaU'JIIllI over &be weekend.

Softball roster finally definite;
teant to open in own tournaDlent
By George Pappas
Staff Writer

The Saluki softballers will see
their first action of the fall
season this weekend when they
host several quality teams in
the Saluki Invitational.
The invitational will include
teams sIJch as the University of
Missouri
and
Southwest
Missouri State, both of which
played in the nationals last
sring,
Saluki
Coach
Kay
Brechtelsbauer. who had over
30 girls try out for the team this
season, has made the final cut
to 18 on her roster.
"We have 18 good athletes,"
Brechtelsbauer said. "We have
a lot of good quality players who
can do several things extremely
well."
Four of the Salukis' 18 players
are walk-on freshmen. They are
utility players Angie Ruebort,
from Decatur, and Diedra
Cage, from Chicago, designated
hitter Cindi Knight of Gibson
City and outfielder Becky
Hilgendorf tram Mequon, Wis.
"These are girls we felt could
get the job done," the coach
said. "Even if they don't do well
now, they show enough promise
to help us in the future."
Brechtelsbauer used the
words "utility players" to
describe Rueberl and Cage.
According to the coach, "A
utility player is usually a pinch
runner or a defensive measure
when the game is close. These
are important players that
make a good team."
In the pitching department,
Brechtelsbauer will rely on
senior Sunny Clark, sophomore
Eileen Maloney and freshman
Deanne Styx. The Salukis had a
fourth pitcher in senior
Meredith Stengel, but she left
for New York to work on an
internship. Bret.:htelsbauer s~id
she is more comfortable With
three pitchers, though.
"Most softball teams have
only. two or three .pitchers
anyway," the coach said. "This
t. ·.. ~f

". • ';f!.,.,'J' . .~.' .. '.ii~.;,.,,~

gives the pitchers more work Rice, second basemanoutfielder
and experience, something from Milan round out the team.
they'U need when spring comes
Brechtelsbauer said she is not
around."
sure of her starting lineup for
Catching for the Salukis are Friday's contest against
two sophomores, Kelly Lehto Bradley, which starts at 11
from Idaho Falls, Idaho, and a.m., as well as the whole
Amy Parker from Greenwood. weekend's schedule.
Both catchers are working with
"We've got three comall three pitchers.
binations of lineups," the coach
Starting Ilt third base and said. "We're going to exshortstop '.will probably be periment and see which lineup
seniors Chris Brewer from performs the best.
Carbondale and Tonya Lindsey
"We'll be experimenting with
from Evansville, Ind.
different linueps this whole
Other players include seniors semester so when spring comes
Toni Grounds from Allendale, around, we'll know what we're
and Pam Flens from West doing and what best fits our
Chicago. Juniors are Kathy team."
Freske, Kelly Nelis and Kathy
Brechtelsbauer said that the
Richert. Herrin's Susan Jor.es, NCAA doesn't look at the
a sophomore, will probably play standings for the fall semester,
centerfield and ~reshman Darci only for the sJl,rinj;!.

'.~''''-\':.lI:';~ ":11)"]
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Doug Schmit and Brian
Ingalls fired four-over-par 74s
to share first place in the
championship flight of Monday's intramural golf tournament at Midland Hills Goll
Course.
In the A flight, Thomas
Placek's Tl was the low scratch
score and Tom Bauer's 79 was
tops with a 59 handicap.
Joel Bergt carded an 88 for B
flight honors in both scrc,~ch and
handicap categories. Bergt
carried a 59 handicap. In the C
flight, Greg Carroll shot a
scratch score of 94 to grab first
pla,~e. A handicap of 65 also
carried him to the top score
with handicap.
Paul Calamari stroked his tee
shot seven feet, six inches away
from the flag on the 133-yard
second hole to take closest-tothe-pin honors.
In the disc golf tournament,
Mike Walker needed only one
plaY(lli hole to dispose of John
Lewis after both recorded 74 in
the advanced division of the 'rlhole tournament. In the playoff,
Lewis took three flips of the
frisbee on the first hole but
Walker deuced it to capture
first place. Randy Osborne
finished close behind Walker
and Lewis With a 75.

Full Tilt third in Springfield tournament
The SIU-C men's U1timate
Frisbee team finished third in
the Springfield UFO Invitational in Springfield, Mo.,
over the weekend.
The SIU-C club, Full Tilt,
finished the tournament 2-2. The
team
advanced
to
the
semifinals before losing to St.
Louis Panteras 17-14.

Stan Hoyels presents ...

Tile

IUI12ltA\ll\lfA\~lr,
~\ltltlrll~tl3

Fresh Squeezecl
Orange Juice
Servecllvery Day!

In the intermediate division.
Dave Laymon's 86 nipped Doug
Taylor's 87.
In other intramural action,
157 teams are going at it in
softball and 'rl remain un-I
defeated as of last weeJ{.
In men's A division. H's
Heroes top the standings with a
3-0 record, with Brownhelmet
and the Iron Men close behind
at 2-{). In men's B, by far the
most popular, 19 teams have
unblemished records. Boasting
3-0 marks are Allen I, Dead
Mundos.
Dead
Skunks,
Stagnation and V\lhatsinaname.
Fourteen B teams are 2-{). Delta
Chi is the only unbeaten team in
the new fraternity division.
They have three wins.
In the co-rec A division, Ivan
Putski and Thirer's are on top
with two wins each. In co-rec B,
Rarespecies, The Storks and
Hillrats lead the division with 3o marks while the Slammers
trail closely at 2-{), In the
women's division, three teams
are on top with 2-\ records Recruits, 6 Packers and Bo Bo
Brazil.
According to intramural
Coordinator Joyce Craven, I
playoff action will begin Friday,
weather permitting. Teams
with thret wins qualify for the
playoffs. (;aptains' meetings for
qualifying teams w.ll be
Thursday.

Full Tilt beat the host team,
the Springfield Mounties, and
the Purdue B-Attitudes, while
lOSing to Dallas. which won the
invitational.
Team spokesman Henry Schmidt said the team did well in
the tournament considering it
used six rookies throughout the
weekend_

Every busy executive has to
make every minute count. And
a breakfast is a great way to
start the day!
Bring your early morning
meetings to Stan Hoye's and
enjoy breakfast while you're
talking business. The
quiet, elegant atmosphere
, makes business over breakfast
a pleasure!

a~"o,\~
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Freshman tops Saluki golfers;
team takes fifth at Murray State

r

B~ Sherry Chisenhall

,Sports Editor

Before ht'r team It'(l for the
Murray State Golf Classic.
men's coif Coach Mary Beth
McGirr admitted she didn't
know what to expect at the
tourney.
The least she could have
expected, though. was that her
NO.1 golfer wouldn't finish last
on the team and that her freshman playing at the bottom
wouldn't finish at the top.
But that was exactlv what
happened and even the coach
who had no expectations was
caught offguard.
Freshman Jay Sala Qualified
last week for the bottom slot on
the five-man team which would
travel to Murray. Sala turned in
the top score for the Salukis in
Kentucky, however, to claim
the highest individual finish on
the team. He tied for 13th in the
55-man field behind rounds of
75, 79 and 77.
"I was so excited about Jay
playing so well." McGirr said.
'" wasn't surprised at all,
though. , never expected him to
play like a freshman.
"It wasn't a fluke. Jay is a
very determined player with a
great attitude. He's a fighter.
and he's never going to give
up."
Senior Tom Jones. who
Qualified fourth, finished second
at the Murray invitational. He
carded rounds of 75, 76 and 81 to
land one stroke behind Sala and

tie for 16th overall.
Scott Briggs, also a senior,
fired opening rounds 0( 74 and 76
before being buried with a final
round of 90. J.D. Tomlinson, a
transfer from John A. Logan,
shot rounds ('! 82, 83 and 75 to tie
\\;th Briggs for third on the
team, with a 240 total.
Perhaps as big a surprise as
Sala finishing first for SIU-C
was senior John Schaeler
finishing last.
Schaefer had been playing
extremely well, according to
McGirr, and was expected to
provide leadership to the Saluki
squad. At Murray State, though,
he finished eight strokes behind
SIU-C's fourth man. Schaefer
carded an 81, 82 and 85 for a 248
total.
"John is a streak player,"
McGirr said. "He started on a
bad foot at Murray and just
never came back. He had a lot
of bogeys, not a few really bad
holes. He didn't get up and down
or hit a lot of greens."
The Salukis finished fifth in
tte ll-team tournament for the
~ond consecutive year. Four
of the five scores counted
toward the team total, and SIUC recorded rounds of 305, 313
and 318 for a 936 mark.
Western Kentucky was
fourth, four strokes ahead of
SIU·<=' Murray State took third
with a 927, while Eastern
Kentucky was runner-up again
this year and Memphis State
repeated as c;.ampions.
McGirr said her team was

third after the first two rounds
but took a nose dive in the (inal
round. Briggs was tied (or
seventh after the first two
rounds but a third-round 90
dropped him out of contention
for a top spot
"We had sCores in the 80s
every round and we had to count
one," McGirr said. "'n the final
round we had an 85 that counted, and anytime you do that
you're hurting."
The tournament was pla~'ed
at Miller Memorial Golf Course,
which opened May 9. McGirr
said a lot of the tt'am's
problems camt' from the
course,
The coach said tht' course was
extremely tight and heavily
wooded, with an out-Qf-bounds
on nearly every hole.
"It was a really tough
course," she said. "On the front
side, the players probably hit
their drivers only twice. You
had to be deadly accuratt' to
score well. The greens were
tough, too. , don't know of
anyone who putted well."
McGirr said she was a lillIe
disappointed that the team
didn't finish in the top three, but
wasn't overly concerned.
"It was our first tournament
this season," she said. "We're
going to get better. Qualifying
was so tight we had to leave
some good players at home. An
opening tournament like this
will make them work harder.
anyway."

-

Stan Photo by Scott Shaw
Freshman Jay Sala finished at the tap orthe Saluklllnf'up.

Harriers dump ranked teams at meet
By David Wilhelm
Staff Writer
Defeating quality teams like
East Tennessee and Clemson at
Saturday's Kentucky
Invitat;onal in Lexington was a
major highlight for this year's
men'~ cross country team. The
Salukis topped the 14-team field
with a low of 75 points.
"This was my best victory at
SIU-C," said Coach Bill Cornell.
"When you beat teams that
were ranked fourth and eighth
in the nation last year, it's good.
We don't play against teams
like that very often."
But Saturday last year's
rankings made no difference to
the harriers, as they finished
the meet with the three runners
in the top five. Clemson, last
year's eighth-ranked team,
finished second with 87 points,
and last season's fourth-ranked
team, East Tennessee, finished
fourth with 92.
"Our top three men were
tough," Cornell said. "But our
four, five and six men didn't run
well. Everybody was happy we
won. We are continuing toward
our goals."
Saluki Chris Bunyan recorded
the fastest five-mile time at the
invitational with a 24:04.9. SIUC's Eddie Wedderburn finished
third and Mike Keane took fifth.
Wedderburn crossed the fmish
line in 24:27.3, Keane at 24:35_2.
Despite the team's earlyseason success, Bunyan said hf.
does not believe the team ha;
reached its potential.
"On paper we are superstrong," said Bunyan. "But we
really aren't meeting our expectations." He said that in
order for the Salukis to be more
consistent, they need better
performances from their four,
five and six runners, who on
Saturday finished way down the
line from the top three Salukis.
"They need to be up with us,"
Bunyan said. "I'm not sure
what happened Saturday. We
have two freshmen who are still

feding their way through. All
they need is two to three meets
to learn how to pace themselves."
Bunyan said he was very
pleased with his performance
Saturday.
"I think it was the best race
I've ran this semester," he said.
"Two years ago I ran the same
course and finished fifth, so I
think I've improved."
Bunyan, a transfer from
Murray Stale University, said
that this year's SIU-C team is

"the best I've ever been on."
"One good thing about this
team is that while we were
happy we won Saturday, we stiD
analyzed our performances and
realized we can· do better, "
Bunyan said.
Bunyan runs 75 miles a week
to stay in shape, but he said he
realizes that aU that work does
not assure him of being the topfinishing Saluki at every meet.
''This team is very closf' in
training, ability-wise," Bunyan
said. "Next week Mike Keane

or Eddie Wedderburn could be
No.1. The competition between
us is about as strong as against
the other team."
Bunyan said that the harriers
need stronger performances
from senior Tom Breen and two
freshmen, Brent McLain and
Dave Lamont.
"Tom had a sideache last
we>?kend and didn't run like
call," he said. "He is up and
dcv- n and needs a breakthrough
to g~t him going."
B,'nyan said the attitude on

the team is a very helpful and
spirited one.
"Wt· all learn from t'ach
other." he said. "I'm learning.
too. We all talked about what
each of us should have done
Saturday to improye ourselves.
The team realizes we can Jearn
from our mistakes. We are
there to help each other, not
ridicule. It's a good atmosphere
with a lot of team spirit."
Bunyan said he is looking
forward to Saturday's meet
with Illlinois and Wisconsin.
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Salukis No.8 in NCAA rankings
Salnkis handled shakeup
By Jim Lexa
Staff Writer

by

Staff Plioto
Dave McChesbey
DefPDsin end Ashley Sledge 'oree. Southea.t Missouri qll:lI'terback Jim Prestwood to fumble.

NCAA I-AA Football Rankings

The Salukis' trouncing of
Southeast Missouri State
Saturday, 56-7, improved their
record to 3-0, but more importantly it pushed them into
the NCAA I-A.o\ Top 10 for the
first time in SIU·Cs history.
.The.Sal~is are ranked eighth
WIth 48 pomts. South Carolina
State, 3-0. tops the poU with 71
POlOts.
Last season, the Salukis
climbed to the No. 11 position in
the rankings before a four-game
lOSing streak had the team
scrambling to finish WIth a
winning record,·
Saturday, SIU~ ended a six·
game losing streak against the
SEMO Indians in a rivalry that
was renewed after nearly a 30year absence,
The losing streak started in
1950 and continued through the
1955 season. SEMO Coach Jim
£.ohr, who was co-captian of the
1955 SEMO team, said he
thought his te·m needed to do
something early to shake up the
Salukis. That something was a
ncHluddle offense which lasted
until SIU·C had taken a 28-{)
lead.
"We felt we had 10 do
something to get their defense
offset," said £.ohr. whose team
is now 11-3. "If they weren't
,repare<i to handle it. then we
felt we could do something."
Linebacker Fabray Collins
was not worried about SE~IO's
no-huddle offense.

C~;~~di~~~. af.~;~ ~e~ ~~~
1. South Carolina State (3-{) 71
2. McNeese State (3-{)
69
3. Eastern Kentucky (2-{)
68
4. Colgate 14'--{lJ
62
=>. Furman (2-1)
53
6. Jad~sn" State (3-{)
52
7. Akron 13-{)1
~9

8. SIU-C (U)
9. North Texas State (2-1)
10. Indiana State (2-1)
11. Idaho (2-{)
12. Holy Cross (2-{)
13. Idaho State (2-{)
14. Northeast Louisiana (2-1)

48
45
39
38
33
26
23

15. Grambling State (2-1)
22
16. 'tennessee State (2-1)
19
17. Lafayette (2-{)
14
18. Apra!3chianState (2-1)
HI. Boston University •1-1 )
9
20. (tie) James Madison (2-1) 10
Southern University (1:1) 8

Club faces sus1?ension
8y George Pappas
Stafr Writer

The SIU~ merWI rugby team
was forced to cancel its game
against IUinois State Saturday
under orders from Recreation
Center officials. Kathy Rankin,
coordinator of sports club
programs at the Rec Center,
said the team will face two
charges Tuesday when the case
goes before the Rec Center
Executive Committee.
The ruggers have been
charged with having alcohol in
a University vehicle and having
illegal substances in a
University vehicle during the
bus ride home from Macomb
Sept. 3 after the Salukis beat
Western lUinois, 22-{).
"I think this is a fairly small
incident that's being blown way
out of proportion," Rugby Club
President Marty Taschek said.
"It's sad tbat a whole rugby
team may be suspended
because of a couple of guys
getting out of ".and."
Taschek said the ruggers
might be suspended from the
Rec Center for a year, meaning
they would receive no ftmding
from the Rec Center and would
not be allowed to use University
facilities during the suspension.
Taschek said the rugby team
may also be penalized by the
Illinois Rugby Football Union
because it had to cancel the
match against Dlinois State the
day bf!fure the two teams were
scheduled to meet. The roggers
Rlay receive probation, a ,1110
fIne or both from the Union.

Taschek said. the rug( m; against University rul~s.
on probation from the Taschek said he tried to stop his
Umon last year when one ol the players from ,bringing alcohol
team's players was caught onto the bus.
spraying a fIrehose in a dorm
while at another university for a
The bus driver claimed that
tournament. The player was he found empty beer cans on the
suspended from play.
bus when he J"@turned to carbondale, according to Taschek.
The two charges under in- . During the ride, the bus driver
vestigation Tuesday were filed claimed he smelled marijuana
with the Rec Center by the smoke.
supervisor of SIU~'s travel
service last week after the bus
According to players on the
driver complained to his rugby team, when the bus
superintendent.
driver told the ruggers to
refrain from smoking on the
Rankin said the procedures bus, they began arguing with
him,
saying that they weren't
are that the Executive Committee of Sports Clubs, com- smoking marijuana. The driver
prising fIve people involved in thought the ruggers were
making racial remarks about
s~ts clubs, will hear both
him.
SJde~ of the story, one from the
rugby team and the other from
"We didn't say anything
the travel service.
racial toward him," said Kelly
The Committee will then Rollins, player..c:oach for the
write its recommendations of ruggers.
what actions shoul4 be taken
But, according to Rankin, the
and give them to Rankin. She
will review the recom- travel service did not mention
the
ruggen directing racial
mendations and forward them
to Bill Bleyer; director of in- slurs toward the bus driver.
verdict will be reached
A
tramural and recreation sports
programs. Bleyer can then take Tuesday when the Rec Center
Er:!CUtJve
Committee meets. If
several acticns, the most severe
being an indeftnite suspension. the ruggers are found guilty and
suspended, the team will
According to Taschek, the i-..c.:ome the Carbondale Rugby
incident started befoJ"@ the bus Squad, Rollins said.
ride home when the team drank . "We'll have to come up with
beer before entering the bus. our own funding," Rollins said,
"snd we'U have our home
~"ben they tried to bring the. games on Carbondale P~rk
District
fIelds. We're not gOJD~
beer onto the bus, the bus driver
informed the team it was to give up rugby."
w~

prised they did that, though."
One reason SEMO's offensive
shakeup didn't work was the
play of quarterback Jim
Prestwood. Heralded as a
potential All-American before
the season started, Prestwood
completed only 10 of 30 passes

for 112 yards and one touch·
down.
Prestwood
continuallv
overthrew his receivers and had

tWXn~~~~s re~= :~~~rr:£~~~
couldn't get anything going was
that thev were overmatched in
the contest, Saluki Coach Hey
Dempsey said .
"We just have too many
horses at this stage of the
ballgame for them to contend
with,"
Dempsey
said.
"Prestwood was pressured by
the defense and probably shook
up by it."
The rout was a surprise to
many of the players, as well as
the coaching staff.
"We didn't expect it to turn
out that way" Collins said. "We
felt we could win, b!lt not by that
score,"
Linebacker Granville BuOer
interceptl'd one Prt'stwood pass
and returned it 68 yards for a
touchdown. which gave the
Salukis a 14-0 lead in the first
quarter. Butler, who also had 10
tackles to lead ~he team
Saturday. said he was just
happy he caught the ball.
"I didn't think I was going to
make it in the endzone." Butler
saId. "Wewereina man-to· man
and my man stayed in to block
I Just watched him and then the
ball came right to me. I almost
dropped it. I don't really know
what happened on that play
because it happened so quick."
The Salukis have eight interceptions after three games.
The team record is 20 and some
of the Salukis said the\' are
aiming for the record that they
tied last year.
"We're gunning for the team
record," said strong safety
Greg Shipp. "We take a lot of
pride in our play. We work
St>e FOOTBALL. Pagt" 24

Tennis team seventh
of eight in invitational
8y Daryl Vaa Sellouwell
Staff Writer

The SIU-C women's tennis
team dropped two of three
matches over the weekend,
placing seventh in the eightteam Indiana Invitational.
The Salukis fell to tournament
champion Indiana 9-0 Friday
and Illinois 7-2 Saturday before
defeating Western Illinois 8-1
Sunday, bringing their record to
4-2.

The Salukis got off to an
uneventful start, the victims of
a 9-0 whitewash by defending
Midwest champion Indiana in
the opening round Friday, Only
one match went to three sets,
but Coach Judy Auld said she
was not disappointed with her
team's overall performance.
"Actually we played pretty
weU," .Auld said, "Indiana is
still very strong, destlite losing
some of their top players from
last year. We played the best-we
could, but we let our chances
slip by."
SIU-C's No. 1 singles player
Alessandra Molinari had IndIana's top player, Tra::y
Hoffman, on the ropes in the
first set. Auld said, but eventuaUy lost it 6-7 in the tiebreaker. Hoffman won the
second set 6-3, and from there
the rout was on.
The Salukis took on Dlinois in
the second round Saturday and
were defeated 7·2. Molinari
brought the Salukis out of the

gate quickly with a 6-4, 6-f win
over Sue Arildsen. but the lllini
prevailed in the other five
singles encounters and the first
two doubles matches. Maureen
Harney and Mary Pat Kramer
turned back Sue Hutchinson and
Sheila Burns 6-2, 6-2 for the
other Saluki win.
Auld said her team's failure
to win the tough points in key
situations, coupled with "the
breaks falling in Illinois'
favor," led to SIU-C's defeat
Saturday.
With the match even at !-l.
and No, 3 singles player
Kramer up 1-{) and 5-2 in the
second set against Lynda
Whitman, Auld figured her
team to be in "good shape." But
Whitman came roaring back,
forcing a tie-breaker and
winning the set 7-6. The
momentum cleary shifted
Whitman's way, and in the third
and deciding set she blanked
Kramer 6-0.
"I thought we played well,"
Auld said, "but again we didn't
take advantage of our opportunities. "
Auld said Stacy Sherman and
Harney wastt'd chanct's in
matches at No. 5 and 6 singles.
Sherman. playing at No.5,
trounced Rita Hoppmann 6-1 in
the second set of their match to
even it at one set apiece. But
Hoppmann rebounded in the
third set. turning back Sherman
See TENNIS, Page 26

